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THE WILLMORE FLOW OF TORI OF REVOLUTION
ANNA DALL’ACQUA, MARIUS MU¨LLER, REINER SCHA¨TZLE, AND ADRIAN SPENER
Abstract. We study long-time existence and asymptotic behavior for the L2-
gradient flow of the Willmore energy, under the condition that the initial datum
is a torus of revolution. We show that if an initial datum has Willmore energy
below 8pi then the solution of the Willmore flow converges for t Ñ 8 to the
Clifford Torus, possibly rescaled and translated. The energy threshold of 8pi
turns out to be optimal for such a convergence result. We give an application
to the conformally constrained Willmore minimization problem.
1. Introduction
Let f : Σ Ñ R3 be a smooth immersion of a two-dimensional manifold without
boundary. Its Willmore energy is
(1.1) Wpfq “ 1
4
ˆ
Σ
| ~H |2 dµ,
where ~H denotes the mean curvature vector and dµ the induced Riemannian mea-
sure. Its critical points are called Willmore immersions and satisfy
(1.2) ∆ ~H `QpA˚q ~H “ 0,
where ∆ denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator, A˚ is the trace-free second fun-
damental form and Q is quadratic in A˚ (see Section 2). Notice that if fpΣq is
orientable, then ~H “ pκ1 ` κ2q ~N with κ1, κ2 the principal curvatures of fpΣq and
~N a smooth normal vector-field. The L2-gradient flow of the Willmore functional
with given initial datum f0, a smooth immersion, is
(1.3) Btf “ ´p∆ ~H `QpA˚q ~Hq
with fpt “ 0q “ f0. This fourth order quasilinear geometric evolution equation has
been extensively studied in [KS02,KS01], where a blow-up criterion is formulated.
With the aid of this criterion the same authors proved in [KS04] long-time existence
and convergence for the flow of spherical immersions under the assumption that
the initial immersions f0, f0 : S
2 Ñ R3, satisfiesWpf0q ă 8π. The energy threshold
of 8π is shown to be sharp in [Bla09] for the convergence of spherical immersions.
In [MS02] the Willmore flow is studied numerically, not only for spheres but also
for surfaces of different genus, such as tori. In [MS02, Section 8.1] it is stated that
the flow converges for all tori that the authors looked at, which was astounding as
this behavior differs fundamentally from the surface diffusion flow, where the hole
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of all initial tori seems to close and the curvature blows up, cf. [May01]. Our goal
is to understand analytically what happens to tori along the Willmore flow. In
this article we only look at the special case tori of revolution (see Definition 2.3)
and prove convergence below energy threshold of 8π – the same as for spherical
immersions. More precisely we show
Theorem 1.1. The Willmore flow of any torus of revolution with initial energy
smaller or equal to 8π exists for all times and converges, up to reparametrization,
to the Clifford torus, possibly rescaled and translated in the direction (1,0,0).
Here the Clifford Torus is the surface of revolution given by
(1.4) pt, φq ÞÑ
ˆ
1?
2
sin t, p1` 1?
2
q cos t cosφ, p1` 1?
2
q cos t sinφ
˙
.
It arises from stereographic projection of the minimal surface 1?
2
pS1 ˆ S1q Ă S3.
From the solution [MN14] of the famous Willmore conjecture we know that the
Clifford torus is the global minimum of the Willmore energy among tori in R3.
We also prove that the energy threshold of 8π is sharp by constructing explicit
non-convergent evolutions with initial data f0 satisfying Wpf0q ą 8π. There are
multiple reasons why this number could be a universal threshold for any genus.
The most striking is the inequality of Li and Yau that shows that immersions of
Willmore energy below 8π are embeddings. Another property is that the metric of
tori of energy ď 8π´δ, δ ą 0, is ‘uniformly controlled up to Mo¨bius transformations
and reparametrizations’, see [KS12, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.1] for details. As
pointed out in [Sim93, p.282], [KLS10], there exist surfaces of arbitrary genus with
energy below 8π.
The proof of our main theorem is based on the characterization of the maximal
existence time from [KS01] based on a procedure we call Willmore concentration
limit. The concentration here refers to the curvature. Our main contribution is the
analysis of Willmore concentration limits of tori of revolution. Using a correspon-
dence between the Willmore energy of tori of revolution and the one-dimensional
Willmore energy of curves in the hyperbolic plane (called the elastic energy) we
can show that any Willmore concentration limit of tori with energy smaller than
8π is the Clifford torus. Elastica in the hyperbolic plane were studied in [LS84c],
and the correspondence was used in [LS84a] to show the Willmore conjecture for
tori of revolution. Other applications of this relationship include [DDG08]. To
the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that this correspondence is used in a
problem depending on time.
As a consequence of our main result we are able to show that each rectangular
conformal class contains a torus of revolution of energy below 8π. This result has
far-reaching consequences for the minimization of the Willmore energy with fixed
conformal class, studied for example in [KS13]. In this article the authors show
that minimizers in a given conformal class exist under the condition that the class
contains an element of Willmore energy below 8π. By our result this condition is
satisfied for every rectangular conformal class.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we fix the notation and give a
precise statement of the main results. In the third section we collect some useful
facts on elastic curves in the hyperbolic plane and on tori of revolution. Section
4 contains the proofs of the main results and the optimality results. That is, the
existence of smooth immersed tori of revolution with Willmore energy above 8π
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such that the flow with such initial datum does not converge. In the last section
we give the application on existence of tori of revolution with energy below 8π in
each conformal class. Some useful results on smooth convergence (see Definition
2.1 below) and the Willmore flow are collected in the appendix.
2. Main idea
We first recall some basic definitions from differential geometry. Let Σ be a two-
dimensional smooth manifold and f : ΣÑ R3 be a smooth immersion. In this paper
all manifolds are assumed to have no boundary. Let g be the induced Riemannian
metric and ∇ the Levi-Civita connection on Σ, and denote the set of smooth vector
fields on Σ by VpΣq. For X P VpΣq and h P C8pΣ,R3q we define DXh P C8pΣ,R3q
by
DXhppq “ dphpXppqq,
with dph the total differential of h in p. The second fundamental form of Σ is
A : VpΣq ˆ VpΣq Ñ C8pΣ,R3q, given by
(2.1) ApX,Y q :“ DXpDY fq ´D∇XY f.
Its trace free part A˚ is given by
A˚pX,Y q “ ApX,Y q ´ 1
2
gpX,Y q ~H,
where the mean curvature vector ~H is the trace of the bilinear form (2.1) and can
be computed by
~Hppq “ Ape1, e1q `Ape2, e2q,
with te1, e2u being an orthonormal basis of TpΣ. Similarly (see Section A for details)
we have
|A|2 “
2ÿ
i,j“1
xApei, ejq, Apej , eiqyR3 .
With these definitions we may introduce the Willmore flow of a smooth immer-
sion f0 : Σ Ñ R3. We say that a smooth family of smooth immersions f : r0, T q ˆ
Σ Ñ R3, where T ą 0, evolves by the Willmore flow with initial datum f0, if f
satisfies
(2.2) Btf “ ´p∆ ~H `QpA˚q ~Hq in p0, T q ˆ Σ
with fpt “ 0q “ f0. Here, the quadratic operator Q is given by
(2.3)
´
QpA˚q ~H
¯
pt, pq “
2ÿ
i,j“1
xA˚pei, ejq, ~HyR3A˚pei, ejq,
where te1, e2u is a basis of TpΣ orthonormal with respect to fpt, ¨q˚gR3 . Since
(2.2) is well-posed for smooth initial immersions f0 (see [KS02, Prop. 1.1]) we will
always assume that the evolution is maximal, i.e. nonextendable in the class of
smooth immersions.
To study the behavior of fptq as t Ñ T we use the following notion of smooth
convergence on compact sets from [KS01, Thm 4.2], see also [Bre15] and Appendix
B.
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Definition 2.1. (Smooth convergence of immersions) Let Σ and pΣ be smooth two-
dimensional manifolds, pfjq8j“1 : Σ Ñ R3 and pf : pΣ Ñ R3 be smooth immersions.
Define
(2.4) pΣpmq :“ tp P pΣ : | pfppq| ă mu, m P N.
We say that fj converges to pf smoothly on compact subsets of R3 if for each j P N
there exists a diffeomorphism φj : pΣpjq Ñ Uj for some open Uj Ă Σ, and a function
uj P C8ppΣpjq,Rnq satisfying
(2.5) fj ˝ φj “ pf ` uj on pΣpjq
as well as ||p∇kuj ||L8pppΣpjq,pgqq Ñ 0 as j Ñ8 for all k P N0. Here pg is the Riemannian
metric on pΣ induced by pf . Additionally, we require that for each R ą 0 there exists
jpRq P N such that j ě jpRq implies that f´1j pBRp0qq Ă Uj .
With these definitions we may state the following result on characterization of
singularities as tÑ T .
Theorem 2.2 (Willmore Concentration Limit, [KS01, Section 4]). Let Σ be a
compact two-dimensional manifold without boundary and let f : r0, T q ˆ Σ Ñ R3
be immersions evolving by the Willmore flow with initial datum f0. Then for each
sequence ptjq8j“1 Õ T there exist pxjq8j“1 Ă R3, prjq8j“1 Ă p0,8q and c0 ą 0 such
that
(2.6) tj ` c0r4j ă T for all j P N
and
(2.7) f˜j :“ 1
rj
`
fptj ` c0r4j , ¨q ´ xj
˘
: ΣÑ R3
converges smoothly on compact subsets of Rn to a proper Willmore immersion pf :pΣ Ñ R3, where pΣ ‰ H is a smooth two-dimensional manifold without boundary.
Moreover
(2.8) lim inf
jÑ8
ˆ
Bj
|Aptj ` c0r4j q|2 dµgptj`c0r4j q ą 0,
where Bj “ pfptj ` c0r4j qq´1pBrj pxjqq.
If pf : pΣ Ñ R3 arises from a process as described in Theorem 2.2, we call it
Willmore concentration limit. In this paper, the surfaces of interest are tori of
revolution, which we shall define now.
For a ą 0 let S1a :“ R{tka : k P Zu. For a “ 1 we drop the index and simply
write S1. Let H2 :“ tpxp1q, xp2qq P R2 : xp2q ą 0u which we also identify with
tpxp1q, xp2q, 0q P R3 : xp2q ą 0u.
Definition 2.3. We call an immersion f : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 a torus of revolution if
there exists an immersed curve γ P C8pS1,H2q, γ “ pγp1q, γp2qq, such that
(2.9) fpu, vq “
¨˝
γp1qpuq
γp2qpuq cospvq
γp2qpuq sinpvq
‚˛.
We call γ profile curve and we will frequently denote f as in (2.9) by Fγ .
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We will see in Lemma 4.2 that the property of being a torus of revolution is
preserved along the flow. This allows us to look at the evolution by the Willmore
flow as an evolution of the profile curve only. We then formulate conditions such
that the concentration limits of tori of revolution are Willmore tori of revolution.
The main idea is that the symmetry prevents concentration. Indeed, if the curvature
concentrates at one point on the surface, then from the rotational symmetry it
follows that concentration takes place along a circle. Since each concentration
point carries a quantum of energy, there cannot be any concentration for surfaces
of finite energy.
The most important ingredient of this paper is the following characterization of
possible concentration limits.
Theorem 2.4 (Toroidal Concentration Characterization). Let f0 : Σ Ñ R3 be a
torus of revolution satisfying Wpf0q ď 8π. Then any Willmore concentration limit
of the evolution of f0 by Willmore flow is the Clifford torus possibly rescaled and
translated.
Remark 2.5. The fact that we have to allow certain translations and rescalings
is due to the conformal invariance of the Willmore energy. Still, rotations and
inversions can be ruled out.
Remark 2.6. The energy bound of 8π is not surprising. It appears also in the
case of Willmore flow of spheres, see [KS04]. Moreover, if Wpfq ă 8π then f is an
embedding by application of [LY82, Theorem 6]. These observations will be of great
use in the following. Indeed, we will see that if Wpf0q ď 8π by Proposition 3.3 the
initial datum cannot be a Willmore torus of revolution and hence Wpfptqq ă 8π
for all t ą 0. Since the Willmore energy of the Willmore flow f is monotonically
decreasing over time we find that fptq is an embedding for all times t. In particular
fptq is a proper immersion for all t ą 0.
With Theorem 2.4 we may show Theorem 1.1, which we state now in a more
precise version for the reader’s convenience.
Theorem 1.1. Let Σ be a two-dimensional closed smooth manifold and f0 : ΣÑ R3
be a torus of revolution satisfying Wpf0q ď 8π. Let f : r0, T q ˆ Σ Ñ R3 evolve
by the Willmore flow with initial datum f0. Then T “ 8 and f , appropriately
reparametrized, converges in Ck, for all k P N, to a Clifford torus possibly rescaled
and translated in the direction (1,0,0)
We postpone to the appendix the precise definition of Ck-convergence (Defini-
tion B.7), but we remark that Ck-convergence for all k is stronger than smooth
convergence (Definition 2.1).
As already announced, we also show optimality of the energy bound of 8π.
Theorem 2.5. For any ε ą 0 there exists a torus of revolution f0 : S1ˆ S12pi Ñ R3
such that Wpf0q ă 8π ` ε and the maximal Willmore flow pfptqqtPr0,T q develops a
singularity (in finite or infinite time). More precisely, either T ă 8 or T “ 8 and
one of the following singular phenomena occurs
(1) (Concentation of curvature) p||Aptq||L8pΣqqtě0 is unbounded.
(2) (Diameter Blow-Up) pdiampfptqpS1 ˆ S12piqqtě0 is unbounded.
In both cases the Willmore flow cannot converge in C2.
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The singular behavior as described in Theorem 2.5 will actually occur for each
initial immersion Fγ , as in Definition 2.3, with γ a curve of vanishing total curvature,
cf. (4.20). Hence we have a class of singular examples for the Willmore flow.
3. Geometric preliminaries
We exploit a fundamental correspondance between the Willmore energy of tori
and the elastic energy of curves in the hyperbolic plane already used in several
works since its observation in [LS84a].
3.1. Curves in the hyperbolic plane. We consider the hyperbolic half-plane
H2 “ tpxp1q, xp2qq P Rˆ p0,8qu endowed with the metric
gH2pv, wq “ 1
z2
xv, wyR2 v, w P TzH2
and denote |v|H2 “
a
gH2pv, vq, v P TzH2. For a smooth closed immersed curve
γ “ pγp1q, γp2qq in H2, γ P C8pS1,H2q, the length is given by
(3.1) LH2pγq :“
ˆ 1
0
a
pγp1qq12 ` pγp2qq12
γp2q
dx “
ˆ 1
0
ds,
where ds “ |Bxγ|H2 dx denotes the arc length parameter and the derivative with
respect to x is abbreviated with the prime. As usual, Bs “ Bx|Bxγ|H2 denotes the arc
length derivative. The curvature vector field of γ is given by
(3.2) κrγs “ ∇sBsγ “
¨˝
B2sγp1q ´ 2γp2q Bsγp1qBsγp2q
B2sγp2q ` 1γp2q ppBsγp1qq2 ´ pBsγp2qq2q
‚˛
as an element of TzH
2 [DS17, (12)]. We write κ “ κrγs if the curve is clear from
the context. The elastic energy E of γ is then defined to be
Epγq :“
ˆ
γ
|κ|2
H2
ds.
Its critical points are called free hyperbolic elastica and satisfy
p∇Ks q2κ`
1
2
|κ|2
H2
κ´ κ “ 0,
where ∇Ks η “ ∇sη´x∇sη, BsγyBsγ is the covariant derivative on the normal bundle
of γ and ∇s “ ∇ds is the covariant derivative along γ.
We collect some results connecting the length and the elastic energy of smooth
closed curves in the hyperbolic plane.
Theorem 3.1 ([MS20, Theorem 5.3]). For each ε ą 0 there exists cpεq ą 0 such
that
Epγq
LH2pγq
ě cpεq
for all immersed and closed curves γ P C8pS1,H2q such that Epγq ď 16´ ε.
Note that the energy threshold of 16 is sharp for this result, cf. [MS20].
We also fix the notion of the Euclidean length of the curve γ : S1 Ñ H2 Ă R2,
which is given by LR2pγq. We also consider the Euclidean (vector) curvature of
γ : S1 Ñ R2 which we will denote by κeucrγs.
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Lemma 3.2. Let γ P C8pS1,H2q and a, b P r0, 1s. Then
(3.3) γp2qpbqe´LH2 pγq ď γp2qpaq ď γp2qpbqeLH2 pγq
and
(3.4) e´LH2 pγqLR2pγq ď γp2qpaqLH2 pγq ď eLH2pγqLR2pγq.
Proof. For γ, a, b as in the statement we find by (3.1)
LH2pγq ě
ˆ b
a
|pγp2qq1|
γp2q
dx ě | log γp2qpbq ´ log γp2qpaq|,
and therefore log γp2qpbq ´ LH2pγq ď log γp2qpaq ď log γp2qpbq ` LH2pγq. Taking
exponentials (3.3) follows. For (3.4) observe that
γp2qpaqLH2 pγq “
ˆ 1
0
γp2qpaq
γp2qpxq
b
pγp1qq12pxq ` pγp2qq12pxq dx
and e´LH2pγq ď γp2qpaq
γp2qpxq ď eLH2pγq for each x P p0, 1q by (3.3). 
3.2. Tori of revolution in R3. Here we collect some basic facts about tori of
revolution. More precisely we express some geometric quantities associated to tori
of revolution using only their profile curves. If Fγ : S
1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 is chosen as
in Definition 2.3) we can compute the first fundamental form with respect to the
local coordinates pu, vq of S1 ˆ S12pi. This yields the associated surface measure on
the Riemannian manifold pS1 ˆ S12pi, F˚γ gR3q given by
(3.5) F˚γ dµFγ “ γp2qpuq|γ1puq|R2 du dv.
As we have already announced, the Willmore energy of Fγ can also be expressed
only in terms of γ using the fundamental relationship
(3.6) WpFγq “ π
2
Epγq,
see [LS84a] and [DS18, Theorem 4.1]. Moreover, let κ be the hyperbolic curvature
vector field of γ in H2. Then
(3.7) xp∇Ks q2κ`
1
2
|κ|2
H2
κ´ κ, nyH2 “ 2pγp2qq4p∆H ` 2H
`
1
4
H2 ´K˘q,
where n “ pBsγp2q,´Bsγp1qq is the normal vector field along γ. In particular, Fγ is
a Willmore torus of revolution if and only if γ is a hyperbolic elastica. In Appendix
A we discuss the relationship between (3.7) and (1.2).
An immediate consequence of [MS20, Corollary 6.11] is the following.
Proposition 3.3. Let f : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 be a Willmore torus of revolution that
satisfiesWpfq ď 8π. Then f is, up to reparametrization, the Clifford torus possibly
rescaled and translated in direction p1, 0, 0q.
Proof. Let f “ Fγ be as in the statement with profile curve γ P C8pS1,H2q. From
(3.7) we know that γ is a hyperbolic elastica. From (3.6) we can conclude that
Epγq ď 16. By [MS20, Corollary 6.11] we obtain that γ has to coincide (up to
reparametrization) with the profile curve of the Clifford torus up to isometries of
H2. This however implies that f is, up to reparametrization, the Clifford torus
possibly rescaled and translated in direction p1, 0, 0q. 
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Another important quantity for our discussion is the second fundamental form
ArFγs, which we will also express in terms of γ. A property which we will later
make extensive use of is the fact that for a torus of revolution f “ Fγ , |ArFγs|2 P
C8pS1ˆS12piq is a function that depends only on u and not on v. This is the reason
why curvature concentration is ‘passed along’, as described in Section 2.
Proposition 3.4. Let Fγ : S
1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 be a torus of revolution with profile
curve γ P C8pS1,H2q. For all pu, vq P S1 ˆ S12pi define
(3.8) e1pu, vq :“ 1|γ1puq|
B
Bu and e2pu, vq :“
1
γp2qpuq
B
Bv .
Then te1pu, vq, e2pu, vqu is an orthonormal basis of Tpu,vqpS1 ˆ S12piq with respect to
the Riemannian metric gFγ :“ F˚γ gR3 . Moreover the Euclidean curvature κeucrγs is
given by
(3.9) κeucrγspuq “ ArFγspu,0qpe1pu, 0q, e1pu, 0qq,
the map pu, vq ÞÑ |ArFγs|pu,vq depends only on u and |κeucrγs|puq ď |ArFγs|pu, vq
for all v P S12pi.
Proof. The orthonormality of te1pu, vq, e2pu, vqu follows by a direct computation.
Consider
ÝÑ
N : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 the unit normal field
ÝÑ
N pu, vq “ 1|γ1puq| ppγ
p2qq1puq,´pγp1qq1puq cospvq,´pγp1qq1puq sinpvqqT .
Then using (A.2) we get
ArFγspu,vqpe1pu, vq, e1pu, vqq “
1
|γ1puq|2 x
B2Fγ
Bu2 ,
ÝÑ
N yÝÑN
“ 1|γ1puq|3 ppγ
p1qq2puqpγp2qq1puq ´ pγp2qq2puqpγp1qq1puqqÝÑN.
Plugging in v “ 0 the right hand side reads
1
|γ1puq|4 ppγ
p1qq2puqpγp2qq1puq ´ pγp2qq2puqpγp1qq1puqqppγp2qq1puq,´pγp1qq1puq, 0qT ,
which is exactly κeucrγs. Notice that here we consider H2 Ă R3. Similar computa-
tions (using again (A.2)) reveal
ArFγspu,vqpe1pu, vq, e2pu, vqq “ 0,
ArFγspu,vqpe2pu, vq, e2pu, vqq “
pγp1qq1puq
γp2qpuq
ÝÑ
N pu, vq,
and the claim follows. 
A quantity which we will also study is the diameter.
Lemma 3.5. Let f “ Fγ : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 be a torus of revolution with profile
curve γ. Then,
diampFγpS1 ˆ S12piqq ď 12LR2pγq `
?
2||γp2q||L8 .
Moreover, for each pu, vq, pu1, v1q P S1 ˆ S12pi it holds
(3.10) |Fγpu, vq ´ Fγpu1, v1q| ě
?
2
b
γp2qpuq
b
γp2qpu1q
a
1´ cospv ´ v1q.
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Proof. Let pu, vq, pu1, v1q P S1 ˆ S12pi and f “ Fγ be as in the statement. Without
loss of generality we can assume that γp2qpuq ď γp2qpu1q. We start proving
|fpu, vq ´ fpu1, v1q| ď |γpuq ´ γpu1q| `
?
2minpγp2qpuq, γp2qpu1qq
a
1´ cospv ´ v1q.
First observe that |fpu, vq ´ fpu1, v1q| ď |fpu1, v1q ´ fpu, v1q| ` |fpu, v1q ´ fpu, vq|.
Using the definition of the Euclidean distance we find |fpu1, v1q´fpu, v1q| “ |γpuq´
γpu1q|. Similarly,
|fpu, v1q ´ fpu, vq| “ γp2qpuq
a
pcospvq ´ cospv1qq2 ` psinpvq ´ sinpv1qq2
“ γp2qpuq
a
2´ 2 cospv ´ v1q.
Both computations imply the desired estimate, and the asserted diameter bound
follows immediately. Now we prove (3.10). By definition of f we get
|fpu, vq ´ fpu1, v1q|2 ě pγp2qpuqq2 ` pγp2qpu1qq2
´ 2γp2qpuqγp2qpu1qpcospvq cospv1q ` sinpvq sinpv1qq
“ pγp2qpuq ´ γp2qpu1qq2 ` 2γp2qpuqγp2qpu1qp1 ´ cospv ´ v1qq
ě 2γp2qpuqγp2qpu1qp1 ´ cospv ´ v1qq,
which proves the desired estimate. 
4. The Willmore flow of tori of revolution
For the computations to come we define
W 2,2pS1,R2q :“ tγ PW 2,2pp0, 1q,R2q : γp0q “ γp1q, γ1p0q “ γ1p1qu
and W 2,2pS1,H2q :“ tγ P W 2,2pS1,R2q : γp2q ą 0u. One can easily check that the
definitions and results from Subsections 3.1 and 3.2, which were stated for smooth
curves, extend to curves γ P W 2,2pS1,H2q. Thus we will use these results in the
following omitting further notice.
4.1. Dimension reduction. We have already announced that the rotational sym-
metry is preserved along the flow. This section is devoted to the proof of this fact.
In the proof we will make use of an alternative characterization which we state
next.
Proposition 4.1. A smooth immersion f : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 is a torus of revolution
if and only if
@φ P S12pi : fpu, v ` φq “ Rφfpu, vq, where Rφ “
¨˝
1 0 0
0 cosφ ´ sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ
‚˛,(4.1)
@u P S1 : f p3qpu, 0q “ 0 and f p2qpu0, 0q ě 0 for one value u0 P S1.(4.2)
Proof. If f is a torus of revolution then (4.1) and (4.2) can be checked by direct
computation. If (4.1) and (4.2) for some immersion f : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 hold then
one can define a smooth curve γ : S1 Ñ R2 by γpuq :“ fpu, 0q. Equation (2.9) is
then easy to check, but it also needs to be shown that γpuq P H2 for all u P S1. So
far we have
fpu, vq “ `γp1qpuq, γp2qpuq cospvq, γp2qpuq sinpvq˘ @pu, vq P S1 ˆ S12pi .
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if now there exists a point u0 P S1 ˆ S12pi such that γp2qpu0q “ 0 then one can
compute
Bvfpu0, vq “ p0, 0, 0qT @v P S1,
which is a contradiction to the fact that f is an immersion. Hence γp2q may not
change sign or attain the value zero. Hence γp2q ą 0 and the claim follows. 
In particular, given a torus of revolution its profile curve is given by the formula
γpuq “ fpu, 0q. Note that – by inspection of the previous proof – each immersion
f : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 that fulfills (4.1) as well as f p3qpu, 0q “ 0 for all u P S1, must
satisfy that f p2qp¨, 0q cannot touch the zero level. In particular it cannot change sign.
Thus, either f p2qp¨, 0q ą 0 or f p2qp¨, 0q ă 0. Note that in the latter case fp¨, ¨ ` πq
defines a torus of revolution. This shows also consistency of our definition with
[Bla09, Definition 2.2], whose results we will need later.
When it comes to evolutions pfptqqtě0, we however want to work without repara-
metrizations of fptq along the flow and hence we specify γp2q “ f p2qp¨, 0q ą 0 (and
we check that this remains satisfied along the flow).
Lemma 4.2. Let f0 : S
1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 be a torus of revolution and let pfptqqtPr0,T q :
S1ˆS12pi Ñ R3 evolve by the Willmore flow with initial datum f0. Then pfptqqtPr0,T q
is a torus of revolution for all t P r0, T q.
Proof. We prove that pfptqqtPr0,T q satisfies (4.1) and (4.2) for all t P r0, T q so that
the claim follows from Proposition 4.1.
Let φ P S12pi. We observe that Rφ is an isometry in R3 and pu, vq ÞÑ pu, v ` φq is
a diffeomorphism. Hence pR´1φ fptqp¨, ¨ ` φqqtPr0,T q : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 is an evolution
by Willmore flow with initial value R´1φ f0p¨, ¨ ` φq. Recall now that f0 satisfies
(4.1), i.e. R´1φ f0p¨, ¨ ` φq “ f0. By the uniqueness result for the Willmore flow, see
[KS02, Proposition 1.1], we obtain that
R´1φ fptqpu, v ` φq “ fptqpu, vq @pu, vq P S1 ˆ S12pi,
that is (4.1). In particular, there exist smooth functions x, y, z : r0, T q ˆ S1 such
that
(4.3) fptqpu, vq “ Rvpfptqpu, 0qq “ Rv
¨˝
xpt, uq
ypt, uq
zpt, uq
‚˛.
As an intermediate step for (4.2) we show that fptqp3qpu, 0q “ 0 for all t ą 0 and
u P S1, i.e. z ” 0 on r0, T q ˆ S1. Set
S :“ supts ě 0 : fptq is a torus of revolution for all t P r0, ssu.
We show that S “ T . If S ă T then observe that zpS, uq “ 0 for all u P S1 by
smoothness of pfptqqtPr0,T q and the fact that fptqp3qpu, 0q “ 0 for all t P r0, Sq and
u P S1. As additionally ypS, ¨q is nonnegative and fpSq is an immersion, fpSq is a
torus of revolution by Proposition 4.1.
Restart the flow with rf0 :“ fpSq (if S “ 0 there is no need to restart). Choose
now c0, ρ for rf0 to be as in Lemma C.1 and consider the time interval I :“ rS, S `
1
c0
ρ4s. The Willmore flow equation in the local coordinates pu, vq of S1 ˆ S12pi reads
Btfptq “ P pAptq,∇Aptq,∇2Aptqq ~Nfptq,
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where ~Nfptq :“ BufptqˆBvf|BufptqˆBvfptq| and P pA,∇A,∇2Aq is a scalar quantity that can be
bounded in terms of ||g||L8pS1ˆS1
2piq, ||∇kA||L8pS1ˆS12piq, pk “ 0, 1, 2q. All of those
remain bounded in I by (C.1) and the explanation afterwards. The idea now is to
consider the evolution equation satisfied by zpt, uq2. Since
~Nfptqpu, vq “
1a
detpgptqqRv
¨˝
ypt, uqBuypt, uq ` Buzpt, uqzpt, uq
´ypt, uqBuxpt, uq
´zpt, uqBuxpt, uq
‚˛,
we find
Btpzpt, uq2q “ 2zpt, uqBtzpt, uq “ 2zpt, uqP pAptq,∇Aptq,∇2Aptqq ~N p3qfptqpu, 0q
“ ´2 1a
detpgptqqP pAptq,∇Aptq,∇
2AptqqBuxpt, uqzpt, uq2.
By Theorem C.1 and the explanation afterwards, for fixed u P S1 we have obtained#
Btpzpt, uq2q ď Czpt, uq2 t P I,
zpS, uq2 “ 0,
and hence zpt, uq “ 0 for all t P I and all u P S1, as u was chosen arbitrarily. Similar
to before, again by Proposition 4.1 and the discussion afterwards it can be shown
that ypt, ¨q ą 0 for all t P I. This is finally a contradiction to the choice of S and
thus S “ T . The claim follows. 
The previous lemma implies that for each Willmore evolution pfptqqtě0 starting
at a torus of revolution f0 : S
1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 there exists a unique smooth evolution
of curves pγptqqtPr0,T q Ă C8pS1,H2q, γptqpuq “ fptqpu, 0q such that
(4.4) fptqpu, vq “
¨˝
γp1qptqpuq
γp2qptqpuq cospvq
γp2qptqpuq sinpvq
‚˛,
whereupon the flow can also be seen as an evolution of pγptqqtPr0,T q.
4.2. Rotational symmetry and concentration. Now that we understood that
rotational symmetry is preserved along the flow we investigate the possible Willmore
concentration limits of this flow (see Theorem 2.2). Here we adjust the concentra-
tion procedure so that the concentrating sequence also lives in the class of tori
of revolution. Moreover, we formulate conditions that ensure that this rotational
symmetry passes to the limit.
Proposition 4.3. Let f0 : S
1ˆS12pi Ñ R3 be a torus of revolution and pfptqqtPr0,T q :
S1ˆS12pi Ñ R3 be immersions evolving by the Willmore flow with initial datum f0.
For any sequence ptjq8j“1 Ò T let pxjq8j“1 Ă R3, prjq8j“1 Ă p0,8q and c0 ą 0 be as
in Theorem 2.2. Denote by γjpuq :“ fptj ` c0r4j qpu, 0q.
If p 1
rj
γ
p2q
j q8j“1 is bounded in L8pS1q then the sequence
´
1
rj
p0, xp2qj , xp3qj q
¯8
j“1
is
uniformly bounded. If additionally pLH2 pγjqq8j“1 is uniformly bounded then an
appropriate subsequence of
(4.5) f¯j :“ 1
rj
`
fptj ` c0r4j q ´ pxp1qj , 0, 0q
˘
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converges in ClpS1 ˆ S12piq for all l P N to a (possibly reparametrized) Willmore
torus of revolution pf : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3. Additionally, for all l P N the profile curve
of pf is for a Cl-limit of the profile curves of f¯j appropriately reparametrized.
The Cl convergence in the statement is defined in Definition B.7 (see also Remark
B.8). Before proving Proposition 4.3 we state a convergence result which is not just
up to reparametrizations but holds classically, cf. Definition B.9.
Proposition 4.4. Let m ě 1 and suppose that pγjqjPN Ă C8pS1,H2q converges
in CmpS1,R2q (classically) to some immersed curve γ P CmpS1,H2q. Then Fγj
converges classically to Fγ in C
mpS1 ˆ S12piq.
Proof. We show the claim only for m “ 1, the other cases follow by induction. We
define uj : S
1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 via
(4.6) ujpu, vq :“ Fγj pu, vq ´ Fγpu, vq “
¨˚
˝ γ
p1q
j puq ´ γp1qpuq
pγp2qj puq ´ γp2qpuqq cospvq
pγp2qj puq ´ γp2qpuqq sinpvq
‹˛‚
and we show that ||uj ||L8pS1ˆS1
2pi ,pgq, ||p∇uj ||L8pS1ˆS12pi ,pgq Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8. Here pg “
F˚γ gR3 is the metric induced by Fγ . The fact that ||uj||L8 Ñ 0 follows directly
from (4.6) by the estimate
||uj ||L8 ď ||γj ´ γ||L8 Ñ 0.
Let e1, e2 be the orthonormal frame as in (3.8). Then
(4.7) ||p∇uj ||L8 “ sup
S1ˆS1
2pi
sup
gpX,Xqď1
|p∇ujpXq| “ sup
S1ˆS1
2pi
sup
θ2
1
`θ2
2
ď1
|p∇ujpθ1e1 ` θ2e2q|.
Using (B.1) we compute
|p∇ujpe1q| “ 1|γ1puq|
ˇˇˇˇBuj
Bu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1|γ1puq| ||γ
1
j ´ γ1||8 ď
1
infS1 |γ1|
||γ1j ´ γ1||8,
|p∇ujpe2q| “ 1
γp2qpuq
ˇˇˇˇBuj
Bv
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
infS1 γp2q
||γj ´ γ||L8 .
Note that infS1 |γ1| ą 0 as γ is immersed and infS1 γ2 ą 0 since γ P C8pS1,H2q and
S1 is compact. The claim follows from (4.7) since γj Ñ γ in C1. 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. By Theorem 2.2 and especially (2.8), Brj pxjq X fptj `
c0r
4
j qpS1ˆS12piq ‰ H for j big enough. Hence, for j big, there exists puj , vjq P S1ˆS12pi
such that
(4.8)
1
r2j
||fptj ` c0r4j qpuj , vjq ´ xj ||2 ď 1 .
In particular, by (4.4)
(4.9)
1
r2j
`pγp2qj pujq cospvjq ´ xp2qj q2 ` pγp2qj pujq sinpvjq ´ xp3qj q2˘ ď 1 .
The uniform boundedness of p 1
rj
γ
p2q
j q8j“1 yields immediately that the sequence
1
rj
p0, xp2qj , xp3qj qT is uniformly bounded, i.e. the first part of the claim. Now, up to
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a subsequence, which we do not relabel, 1
rj
p0, xp2qj , xp3j qT converges to some y P R3.
Now let f¯j as in the statement and f˜j be as in (2.7). Note that
f¯j “ f˜j ` 1
rj
p0, xp2qj , xp3qj qT .
As f˜j converges smoothly to a proper Willmore immersion (by Theorem 2.2) and
1
rj
p0, xp2qj , xp3qj qT converges to y P R3, also f¯j converges smoothly to a proper Will-
more immersion, since translations of Willmore immersions are Willmore immer-
sions. Let us call this Willmore immersion pf : pΣ Ñ R3. We first show that pΣ is
diffeomorphic to S1ˆS12pi using Remark B.2. By Lemma B.3, Lemma 3.5 and (3.4)
we compute
diamp pfppΣqq ď lim inf
jÑ8
diamf¯jpS1 ˆ S12piq “ lim inf
jÑ8
1
rj
diamfptj ` c0r4j qpS1 ˆ S12piq
ď lim inf
jÑ8
1
rj
`1
2
LR2pγjq `
?
2||γp2qj ||8
˘
ď lim inf
jÑ8
`1
2
LH2pγjqeLH2 pγjq `
?
2
˘ 1
rj
}γp2qj }8,(4.10)
which is finite by assumption. Hence pfppΣq has finite diameter, which implies that
it is contained in a ball BRp0q for some R ą 0. As pf is proper we infer that
that pΣ “ pf´1pBRp0qq is compact. By Remark B.2 we obtain pΣ is diffeomorphic
to S1 ˆ S12pi and by Remark B.1 we may as well assume pΣ “ S1 ˆ S12pi. Then, by
Remark B.8 pf¯jq8j“1 converges to the Willmore immersion pf in Cl for all l P N.
All that remains to show is that pf is (up to reparametrization) a torus of rev-
olution. For this we will use Proposition 4.4. Define σj :“ 1rj pγj ´ px
p1q
j , 0qq Ă
C8pS1,H2q, which is a profile curve for f¯j . We will show that appropriate reparametriza-
tions of σj converge in C
lpS1,R2q, for every l, to some curve σ P ClpS1,H2q.
We first show W 2,2pS1,R2q boundedness of prσjq8j“1 which is the reparametriza-
tion of σj with constant (Euclidean) velocity. We start by proving uniform bound-
edness of the velocities ||rσ1j ||L8 . Indeed by (3.4) and since rσj has constant velocity
we obtain
||rσ1j ||L8 “ LR2prσjq ď ||rσp2qj ||L8LH2prσjqeLH2 prσjq
As σj arises from γj only via rescaling and translation in the p1, 0, 0q´direction
(which are all isometries in H2) we have LH2prσjq “ LH2pσjq “ LH2pγjq, which is
uniformly bounded. Moreover since σ
p2q
j “ 1rj γ
p2q
j are uniformly bounded, a uniform
bound for the velocities follows. Next we show that ||rσj ||L8 is bounded. By (4.8)
it follows
1
rj
|γp1qj pujq ´ xp1qj | ď 1,
that, by the definition of σj , implies |σp1qj pujq| ď 1. Since σp2qj “ 1rj γ
p2q
j is bounded
by assumption and rσj is just a reparametrization of σj , we obtain the boundness
of ||rσj ||L8 . It only remains to show that ||rσ2j ||L2pS1,R2q is bounded. For this let
ξj P C8pS1, S1q be the reparametrization such that rσj “ σj ˝ ξj . Observe that by
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Proposition 3.4
|rσ2j |
LR2prσjq2 “ |κeucrrσjs| “ |κeucrσjs| ˝ ξj ď |Arf¯js|pξjp¨q, 0q.
In particular, |rσ2j puq|2 ď |Arf¯js|2pξjp¨q, 0qLR2p rσjq2 where LR2prσjq “ |rσ1j | “ |σ1j ˝
ξj ||ξ1j |. Using this and that by Proposition 3.4 |Arf¯js|2 depends only on u we
obtainˆ 1
0
|rσ2j puq|2rσp2qj puq du ď LR2prσjq3 ˆ 1
0
|Arf¯js|2pξjpuq, 0q|σ1jpξjpuqq|σp2qj pξjpuqq|ξ1jpuq| du
“ LR2prσjq3 ˆ 1
0
|Arf¯js|2pu, 0q|σ1jpuq|σp2qj puq du
“ 1
2π
LR2prσjq3 ˆ 2pi
0
ˆ 1
0
|Arf¯js|2pu, vq|σ1jpuq|σp2qj puq du dv
“ 1
2π
LR2prσjq3Wpf¯jq “ 1
2π
LR2prσjq3Wpfptj ` c0r4j qq,(4.11)
by the conformal invariance of the Willmore energy (cf. Remark 2.5). Observe that
the last expression is uniformly bounded in j. For theW 2,2 boundedness it remains
to show that infS1 rσp2qj is uniformly bounded from below. If we assume the opposite
then there exists a subsequence pjkq Ă N such that
(4.12) inf
S1
rσp2qjk “ inf
S1
γ
p2q
jk
rjk
Ñ 0.
Since LH2pγjq “ LH2pγjrj q is bounded, (4.12) and (3.3) imply that also supS1
γ
p2q
jk
rjk
Ñ
0. Using this and repeating the computation in (4.10) we find that
diamp pfppΣqq ď lim inf
kÑ8
`1
2
LH2pγjk qeLH2pγjk q `
?
2
˘ 1
rjk
}γp2qjk }8 “ 0,
a contradiction to the fact that pf is an immersion. Hence there exists d1 ą 0
such that rσp2qj ě d1. From (4.11) we infer the desired W 2,2 bound. Up to a
subsequence, which we do not relabel, we obtain that rσj converges to some pσ weakly
in W 2,2pS1,R2q. Note that pσ P C1pS1,H2q as pσp2q ą 0 due to the uniform lower
bound on infS1 rσp2qj . Actually all arclength derivatives of κrrσjs are also bounded
because of (3.9) and [KS02, Equation (61)]. One can hence show that and rσj
converges to pσ in ClpS1,R2q for all l. As a consequence by Proposition 4.4, Frσj
converges classically to Fpσ in ClpS1 ˆ S12piq for all l. Since Cl convergence is not
affected by reparametrizations (cf. Definition B.7) and Frσj is a reparametrization
of Fσj “ f¯j we obtain that f¯j converges to Fpσ in Cl for all l. By Corollary B.11
we infer that pf “ Fpσ ˝ φ for a smooth diffeomorphism φ. Therefore, pf is (up to
reparametrization) a torus of revolution with profile curve pσ. The claim follows. 
Proposition 4.3 says that the Willmore concentration limit is a torus of revolution
provided that the concentration curves 1
rj
γj have bounded second component and
bounded hyperbolic length. We show now that the boundedness of the second
component follows from the concentration property and the boundedness of the
hyperbolic length.
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Lemma 4.5 (An upper bound for concentration curves). Let f0 : S
1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3
be a torus of revolution and pfptqqtPr0,T q : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 be immersions evolving
by the Willmore flow with initial datum f0. For any sequence ptjq8j“1 Ò T let
pxjq8j“1 Ă R3, prjq8j“1 Ă p0,8q and c0 ą 0 be as in Theorem 2.2. Denote by
γjpuq :“ fptj ` c0r4j qpu, 0q. If LH2pγjq is bounded uniformly in j then 1rj γ
p2q
j is
bounded in L8pS1q.
Proof. By (2.8) and Proposition 3.4 one has for Bj “ pfptj ` c0r4j qq´1pBrj pxjqq
0 ă lim inf
jÑ8
ˆ
Bj
|ArFγj s|2dµgptj`c0r4j q(4.13)
“ lim inf
jÑ8
ˆ 1
0
ˆ 2pi
0
1
Brj pxjq
pFγj pu, vqq|ArFγj s|2puqγp2qj puq|γ1jpuq| du dv
“ lim inf
jÑ8
ˆ 1
0
ˆˆ 2pi
0
1
Brj pxjq
pFγj pu, vqq dv
˙
|ArFγj s|2puqγp2qj puq|γ1jpuq| du.
We now estimate the inner integral. Note that by (2.8), Brj pxjq has to intersect
Fγj pS1 ˆ S12piq for j large enough. Hence, for j large enough, there exists pj “
Fγj puj , vjq P Fγj pS1ˆ S12piq XBrj pxjq. Since B2rj ppjq Ą Brj pxjq for each u P S1 one
obtains with (3.10)ˆ 2pi
0
1
Brj pxjq
pFγj pu, vqq dv ď
ˇˇˇ!
v P r0, 2πs : Fγj pu, vq P B2rj ppjq
)ˇˇˇ
“ ˇˇ v P r0, 2πs : |Fγj pu, vq ´ Fγj puj, vjq| ď 2rj(ˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ!
v P r0, 2πs : 2pγp2qj puqγp2qj pujqq
1
2 p1´ cospv ´ vjqq 12 ď 2rj
)ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
#
v P r0, 2πs : p1´ cospv ´ vjqq 12 ď
?
2
infS1
γj
rj
+ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “: Cj .(4.14)
Note that this upper bound is independent of u. Therefore (4.13) yields
0 ă lim inf
jÑ8
Cj
ˆ 1
0
|ArFγj s|2puqγp2qj puq|γ1jpuq| du “ lim inf
jÑ8
Cj
2π
WpFγj q.(4.15)
If
γ
p2q
j
rj
has a subsequence such that (without relableing) such that supS1
γj
rj
diverges
to 8. Since LH2pγjrj q “ LH2pγjq remains bounded, we infer from (3.3) that also
infS1
γj
rj
diverges to 8. By definition of Cj in (4.14) this would however imply that
Cj Ñ 0. A contradiction to (4.15), since WpFγj q is bounded by Wpf0q. The claim
follows. 
4.3. Proof of the main theorems. In the next result we see how Proposition 4.3
together with an upper bound of the Willmore energy of the initial datum yields
convergence to the Clifford torus.
Lemma 4.6 (A toroidal version of Theorem 2.4). Let f0 : S
1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 be a
torus of revolution satisfying Wpf0q ď 8π. Let pfptqqtPr0,T q : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 be
immersions evolving by the Willmore flow with initial datum f0. For any sequence
ptjq8j“1 Ò T let pxjq8j“1 Ă R3, prjq8j“1 Ă p0,8q and c0 ą 0 be as in Theorem 2.2.
Let f¯j be as in (4.5).
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Then, f¯j converges in C
l for all l P N to the Clifford torus, possibly reparametrized,
rescaled and translated in direction p1, 0, 0q. Moreover, 1
rj
p0, xp2qj , xp3qj qT is bounded
uniformly in j and appropriate reparametrizations of the profile curves of f¯j con-
verge in Cl for all l to a profile curve of the Clifford torus with the same rescaling
and translation as above.
Proof. Wemay without loss of generality assume that f0 is not already a rescaling or
translation of the Clifford torus. Moreover, by Proposition 3.3, f0 is not a Willmore
torus of revolution and hence Wpfptqq ă 8π for all t ą 0. Let pγptqqtPr0,T q be the
profile curves of fptq as in (4.4) and γj be as in Proposition 4.3, in particular
γj “ γptj ` c0r4j q. We first show that the hyperbolic length of γj is bounded. Pick
an arbitrary t¯ P p0, T q. Then, one has by (3.6) for all t ą t¯
Epγptqq “ 2
π
Wpfptqq ď 2
π
Wpfpt¯qq ă 16
By the Reilly type inequality (Theorem 3.1) we find for j large enough such that
tj ą t¯ that
LH2pγjq ď 1
c
Epγjq ď 2
πc
Wpfpt¯qq ă 16
c
.
Hence, the hyperbolic length is uniformly bounded. We infer from Proposition
4.5 that 1
rj
γ
p2q
j remains bounded and conclude that Proposition 4.3 is applicable.
We derive that 1
rj
p0, xp2qj , xp3qj q is bounded and f¯j, defined as in Proposition 4.3
converges in Cl for all l to a Willmore torus of revolution pf : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3. By
the lower semicontinuity of the Willmore energy, cf. Lemma B.5, and Remark 2.5
we have for j large enough
Wp pfq ď lim inf
jÑ8
Wpf¯jq “ lim inf
jÑ8
Wpfptj ` c0r4j qq ďWpfpt¯qq ă 8π.
By Proposition 3.3 it follows that pf is a reparametrization of the Clifford torus,
possibly rescaled and translated in direction p1, 0, 0q. Proposition 4.3 yields now
also the convergence of the profile curves. 
The previous result characterizes the limit of the sequence pf¯jq8j“1 defined in (4.5)
under an assumption on the initial energy. The convergence result in Theorem 2.4
involves instead pf˜jq8j“1 (see (2.7)) where
f˜j “ f¯j ´ 1
rj
p0, xp2qj , xp3qj q .
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let f0 be as in the statement and pfptqqtPr0,T q be the cor-
responding evolution. Let ptjq8j“1 Ò T and pxjq8j“1 Ă R3, prjq8j“1 Ă p0,8q, c0 ą 0
and p rfjq8j“1 be as in pf : pΣÑ R3 be as in Theorem 2.2. By Lemma 4.6 the sequence
pf¯jq8j“1 converges to a reparametrization of the Clifford torus, possibly rescaled
and translated. Moreover the same lemma implies that yj :“ 1rj p0, x
p2q
j , x
p3q
j qT
is bounded. Since rfj “ f¯j ` yj, choosing an appropriate subsequence such that
yj converges we infer that a subsequence rfj converges in Cl for all l to a pos-
sibly reparametrized, translated and rescaled Clifford Torus. By uniqueness up
to reparametrizations of Cl limits (see Corollary B.11), it follows that pf is a
reparametrization of a translated and rescaled Clifford torus. 
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We are now ready to prove the main result: full convergence of the flow to the
Clifford torus possibly reparametrized, rescaled and translated in direction p1, 0, 0q.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If f0 is a rescaled or translated reparametrization of the
Clifford torus then there is nothing to show. If not, then f0 is not a Willmore torus
of revolution by Proposition 3.3 and we infer by the gradient flow property that
Wpfptqq ă 8π for all t ą 0.
We start by showing that T “ 8. Indeed, assume that T is finite and let
tj Ñ T . Employing Theorem 2.2 we find by (2.6) that rj Ñ 0 and hence, by
[CFS09, Thm 1.1], the Willmore concentration limit pf is a Willmore blow-up and
has to be non-compact. This is a contradiction to Theorem 2.4, since the Clifford
torus is compact.
Now tj Ñ T “ 8 and, again by virtue of Theorem 2.2, there exists a Willmore
concentration limit pf . If for any subsequence we have rjk Ñ 0 or rjk Ñ8, then pf is
a Willmore blow-up or a Willmore blow-down, respectively. Applying [CFS09, The-
orem 1.1] again we reach another contradiction to Theorem 2.4. As a consequence,
the sequence rj is bounded and bounded away from zero, and there exists a con-
verging subsequence rjk Ñ pr ą 0. By (2.7) we see that rjk f˜jk Ñ pr pf smoothly on
compact subsets of R3, i.e.
(4.16) rjk f˜jk “ fptjk ` c0r4jk q ´ xjk Ñ pr pf.
By Theorem 2.4 the immersion pf is (up to reparametrization) the Clifford torus,
possibly rescaled and translated.
Next we prove that pfptqqtě0 converges, for tÑ 8, up to reparametrizations. The
main argument for this is [CFS09, Lemma 4.1] (see Theorem C.2 in the appendix)
that in turn is based on the  Lojasiewicz inequality. Consider the Willmore surface
fW :“ rˆfˆ ` xˆ : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 with xˆ to be chosen, any k P N and δ ą 0
arbitrarily large. Since the Clifford torus is the global minimizer in the class of tori,
by Theorem C.2 there exists an ε ą 0 such that if there exists a time t¯ ą 0 and a
diffeomorphism Φpt¯q of S1 ˆ S12pi such that
(4.17) }fpt¯q ˝ Φpt¯q ´ fW }W 2,2XC1 ă ε,
then there exist diffeomorphisms Φptq of S1 ˆ S12pi and a Willmore surface f8 :
S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 such that for tÑ8
(4.18) fptq ˝ Φpt¯q ˝ Φptq ÝÑ f8 in Ck for all k P N.
Notice that ε does not depend on the choice of xˆ, see Remark C.3.
Since fptjk ` c0r4jk q´xjk Ñ rˆfˆ in the sense of Cl convergence for all l (cf. Remark
B.8), there exists a m P N and a diffeomorphism Φm of S1 ˆ S12pi such that
}fptjm ` c0r4jmq ˝ Φm ´ xjm ´ rˆfˆ}W 2,2XC1 ă ε.
By taking xˆ :“ xjm , t¯ :“ tjm ` c0r4jm and Φpt¯q :“ Φm one sees that (4.17) is
satisfied and hence there are diffeomorphisms Φptq and a Willmore surface f8 such
that (4.18) is fulfilled. It remains to show that f8 is a reparametrization of the
Clifford torus, possibly rescaled and translated in direction p1, 0, 0q.
By (4.16) and (4.18), pxjmq8m“1 must be bounded. In particular, we may as well
assume (by passing to another subsequence) that xjm converges to some x P R3.
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By Lemma 4.6 we find that
(4.19) f¯jm :“
1
rjm
´
fptjm ` c0r4jmq ´ px
p1q
jm
, 0, 0q
¯
converges in Cl for all l to a reparametrization of the Clifford torus, possibly rescaled
and translated in direction p1, 0, 0q. Since, by the previous findings, rjm and xp1qjm
are convergent we obtain from (4.19) that fptjm ` c0r4jmq converges in Cl for all
l to a reparametrization of the Clifford torus, possibly rescaled and translated in
direction p1, 0, 0q. (This is the point where we need the special structure of f¯jm .)
Looking back at (4.18), plugging in t “ tjm`c0r4jm and using that Cl convergence
is not affected by reparametrization (see Appendix B) we obtain that fptjm `
c0r
4
jm
q converges in Cl for all l to (a reparametrization of) f8. Since Cl-limits
are unique up to reparametrization (cf. Corollary B.11) we obtain that f8 is a
reparametrization of the Clifford torus, possibly rescaled and translated in direction
p1, 0, 0q. Finally (4.18) shows the claim. 
Remark 4.7. In the proof we have used the Willmore conjecture, i.e. that the
Clifford torus is the global minimizer of the Willmore energy among all tori. This
has been proved only in 2014 in [MN14]. A careful look at Theorem C.2 reveals a
way that circumvents the usage of this deep result. In the previous proof, having
defined fW “ pr pf`px we use the Willmore conjecture only to verify (C.3) in Theorem
C.2. Since however fptq is a torus of revolution for all t ą 0, it would be absolutely
sufficient for (C.3) that
WpfW q “ inf
f torus of revolution
Wpfq.
This has been proved much earlier in [LS84b, Corollary 5].
4.4. Optimality. We show that the upper bound of 8π on the Willmore energy of
the initial datum in Theorem 1.1 is sharp by proving Theorem 2.5. In the statement
of this theorem, the geometric quantities that may possibly degenerate along the
flow are the second fundamental form or the diameter. In the proof another quantity
will play an important role – the hyperbolic length of the profile curve.
Lemma 4.8 (The singular evolutions). For any ε ą 0 there exists a torus of
revolution f0 : S
1ˆS12pi Ñ R3 such that Wpf0q ă 8π`ε, and the maximal Willmore
flow pfptqqtPr0,T q starting at f0 satisfies either T ă 8 or one of the following
(1) (Concentration of Curvature) p||Aptq||L8pΣqqtPr0,T q is unbounded.
(2) (Unbounded hyperbolic length) pLH2pγptqqqtPr0,T q is unbounded.
The main idea is start the flow with an immersed curve that has total curvature
(4.20) T rγs :“ 1
2π
ˆ
γ
κrγseuc ds
equal to zero. This quantity turns out to be a flow invariant. Since Willmore tori
of revolution have free hyperbolic elastica as profile curves and there are no free
hyperbolic elastica with total curvature equal to zero the flow cannot converge. We
start by proving some properties of the total curvature.
Lemma 4.9. The total curvature T , defined on curves in W 2,2pS1,R2qimm :“ tγ P
W 2,2pS1,R2q : γ immersedu is integer-valued and weakly continuous in the relative
topology of W 2,2pS1,R2qimm. Moreover it is a flow invariant for the Willmore flow
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of tori of revolution, i.e. if pfptqqtPr0,T q is an evolution by the Willmore flow with
profile curve pγptqqtPr0,T q then T rγptqs “ T rγp0qs for all t P r0, T q.
Proof. The fact that T is integer valued and an invariant with respect to regular
homotopies is very classical and follows from the Whitney Graustein Theorem.
Since γptq “ fptqpu, 0q (see (4.4)) and t ÞÑ fptq is a regular homotopy, so is t ÞÑ γptq.
Hence we can also conclude that it is a Willmore flow invariant. The weak W 2,2-
continuity follows immediately from the formula
T rγs :“ 1
2π
ˆ 1
0
1
|γ1|
´
pγp1qq2pγp2qq1 ´ pγp2qq2pγp1qq1
¯
dx
and the compact embedding W 2,2 ãÑ C1. 
Proof of Lemma 4.8. Fix ε ą 0. By [MS20, Corollary 7.4] there exists a curve
γε such that 16 ď Epγεq ă 16 ` ε and T rγεs “ 0, where T is given as in (4.20).
Now start the flow with f0 “ Fγε : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 defined as in (2.9) with profile
curve γε and let pfptqqtPr0,T q be the corresponding evolution by the Willmore flow.
Assume that T “ 8 and p1q, p2q do not occur. For any sequence ptjq8j“1 Ò T let
pxjq8j“1 Ă R3, prjq8j“1 Ă p0,8q and c0 ą 0 be as in Theorem 2.2. In order to apply
Proposition 4.3 we have to show that γj :“ fptj ` c0r4j qp¨, 0q the 1rj γ
p2q
j is bounded
in L8pS1q and LHpγjq is bounded. The latter follows from the fact that p2q does
not occur. Once this is given Proposition 4.5 implies that
γ
p2q
j
rj
is bounded above.
Hence Proposition 4.3 is applicable and we infer that f¯j defined as in Proposition
4.3 converges to some Willmore torus of revolution pf : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 with profile
curve pγ P C8pS1,H2q. By [Bla09, Lemma 3.4], pγ must be a closed free hyperbolic
elastica. By Proposition 4.3, pγ is a weakW 2,2-limit of appropriately reparametrized
profile curves of f¯j . Lemma 4.9 and the invariances of T imply
T rpγs “ lim
jÑ8
T rγjs “ lim
jÑ8
T rγpt0 ` c0r4j qs “ T rγp0qs “ T rγεs “ 0.
Hence pγ is a closed hyperbolic free elastica with total curvature T rpγs “ 0. By
[MS20, Corollary 5.8] such pγ cannot exist. We obtain a contradiction. We infer
that either T ă 8 or T “ 8 and at least one out of p1q or p2q must occur. 
To prove Theorem 2.5, it remains to show that global evolutions with unbounded
hyperbolic length and no curvature concentration must have unbounded diameter.
This is actually true for any global evolution and not just for the tori of revolution
constructed in the proof above.
Lemma 4.10 (Diameter Blow-Up). Let f0 : S
1ˆS12pi Ñ R3 be a torus of revolution
and let pfptqqtPr0,8q evolve by the Willmore flow with initial datum f0. Let γptq “
fptqp¨, 0q be the profile curve of fptq for all t ě 0. Assume that that pAptqqtPr0,8q is
bounded and pLH2pγptqqqtPr0,8q is unbounded. Then
lim sup
tÑ8
diampfptqpS1 ˆ S12piqq “ 8.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 fptq is a torus of revolution for all t and hence the profile
curves γptq are well defined (see (4.4)). Let ptjq8j“1 Ò T and pxjq8j“1 Ă R3, prjq8j“1 Ă
p0,8q, c0 ą 0 and p rfjq8j“1 be as in Theorem 2.2. Let pf : pΣÑ R3 be the Willmore
concentration limit of this evolution. Let A :“ suptPr0,8q ||Aptq||L8 ă 8.
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We show that
(4.21) lim
jÑ8
diampfptj ` c0r4j qqpS1 ˆ S12piqq “ 8,
which then implies the claim. First note that there exists δ ą 0 such that rj ą δ
since by (2.8) and (C.2) one has for Bj “ pfptj ` c0r4j qq´1pBrj pxjqq
0 ă lim inf
jÑ8
ˆ
Bj
|Aptj ` c0r4j q|2dµgptj`c0r4j q ď A2 lim infjÑ8 µgptj`c0r4j qpBjq
ď lim inf
jÑ8
cA2Wpf0qr2j .
Hence we conclude that
(4.22) lim
jÑ8
diampfptj ` c0r4j qqpS1 ˆ S12piqq ě δ lim inf
jÑ8
diampf˜jpS1 ˆ S12piqq,
where f˜j is defined as in (2.7).
By [Bla09, Lemma 2.4, Proof of Proposition 2.3], f¯j “ 1rj pfptj`c0r4j q´px
p1q
j , 0, 0qq,
a translation of f˜j , converges smoothly to some proper immersion pf : pΣÑ R3 that
parametrizes a surface of revolution in the sense of [Bla09, Definition 2.2]. Even
more, it parametrizes a Willmore surface of revolution. Those Willmore surfaces
of revolution are classified in [Bla09, Theorem 3.5]. Here it is shown that all com-
ponents of those are either tori of revolution, planes, round spheres or catenoids.
Let us stress that ‘inverted catenoids’, i.e. Mo¨bius inversions of catenoids are not
allowed, cf. [Bla09, p.421]. If now pf has a component that is a plane or a catenoid,
then
(4.23) 8 “ diamp pfppΣqq ď lim inf
jÑ8
diampf¯jpS1 ˆ S12piqq,
by Lemma B.3. In this case (4.21) is proved using (4.22). If pf has a component that
is a sphere, in particular pΣ has a compact component, we obtain a contradiction to
Remark B.2, which states that pΣ has to be diffeomorphic to S1 ˆ S12pi.
We conclude that all components must be tori of revolution. By Remark B.2
we observe again that pΣ is diffeomorphic to S1 ˆ S12pi and by Remark B.8 the
convergence is actually in Cl for all l. We may as well assume pΣ “ S1 ˆ S12pi. Sincepf is now a torus of revolution we can associate a profile curve pσ P C8pS1,H2q.
Note in particular that the second component pσp2q is bounded from below on S1.
Let now σj :“ 1rj pγptj ` c0r4j q ´ px
p1q
j , 0qT q be the profile curves of f¯j . Then σp2qj is
uniformly bounded below by some θ ą 0 since infS1 σp2qj “ infS1ˆS12pi pf¯
p2q
j q2`pf¯ p3qj q2
which converges now by the obtained Cl convergence to infS1ˆS1
2pi
p pf p2qq2`p pf p3qq2 “
infS1 pσ ą 0. Since LH2pσjq is unbounded and the curves are uniformly bounded
away from the x-axis, necessarily also LR2pσjq is unbounded. According to the
next lemma, Lemma 4.11, one has that
(4.24) diampf¯jpS1 ˆ S12piqq ě
d
Apf¯jq
Wpf¯jq
,
where Apf¯jq “ µfj pS1 ˆ S12piq. Further
(4.25) Apfjq “
ˆ
S1ˆS1
2pi
dµfj “ 2π
ˆ 1
0
|σ1jpuq|σp2qj puq du ě 2πθLR2pσjq Ñ 8.
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Using thatWpf¯jq ďWpf0q by the gradient flow property and Remark 2.5, equations
(4.24), (4.25) and (4.22) imply the claim also in this case. Since we have discussed
all possible cases the claim is shown. 
In the proof we have used without further notice that the concept of tori of
revolution in [Bla09, Definition 2.2] coincides with our definition in Definition 2.3, at
least up to reparametrization. For details recall Proposition 4.1 and the discussion
afterwards.
For the completion of the preceding proof we need the following lemma that
relates Willmore energy, diameter and surface measure of immersions. This is
originally proven in [Sim93, Lemma 1.1] for embedded surfaces and we extend it to
immersions with just minor changes.
Lemma 4.11. Let f : ΣÑ R3 be a smooth immersion of a compact two-dimensional
surface Σ without boundary. Let Apfq :“ µf pΣq :“
´
Σ
1 dµf . Then
diampfpΣqq ě
d
Apfq
Wpfq .
Proof. The immersion f induces by [Sim83, p.79, Eq (15.7)] a 3´rectifiable varifold
vpfpΣq, rθq with integer density rθpyq “ H0pf´1ptyuq, H2-almost everywhere, and
mass that can be characterized using the area formula to be
(4.26) Mpvq “
ˆ
fpΣq
rθ dH2 “ Apfq.
It is also immediate to check that
Wpfq “ 1
4
ˆ
fpΣq
|H |2rθ dH2,
where |H| is the generalized mean curvature, cf. [Sim83, Def. 16.5]. By definition
we have for all φ P C1c pR3q
(4.27)
ˆ
fpΣq
divTzvpφq rθpzq dH2pzq “ ´ ˆ
fpΣq
φpzq ¨Hpzq rθpzq dH2pzq.
where Tzv denotes the approximate tangent space of v at z, cf. [Sim83, p.42]. Since
fpΣq is compact by compactness of Σ, (4.27) actually holds true for all φ P C1pR3q.
Now choose y P fpΣq arbitrary, consider φpzq :“ z ´ y in (5.3) and use the
Cauchy Schwarz inequality to find
2Mpvq “ ´
ˆ
fpΣq
pz ´ yq ¨Hpzqrθpzq dH2pzq ď p4Wpfqq 12 pMpvqq 12 sup
zPfpΣq
|z ´ y|.
The claim follows by estimating supzPfpΣq |z ´ y| ď diampfpΣqq and (4.26). 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let ε ą 0 be as in the statement and f0 be as in Lemma 4.8.
The associated evolution pfptqqtPr0,T q satisfies either T ă 8 or p||Aptq||L8pΣqqtě0 is
unbounded or pLHpγptqqqtě0q is unbounded. If T “ 8, p||Aptq||L8pΣqqtě0 is bounded
and pLHpγptqqqtě0q is unbounded, then by Lemma 4.10 we find that pdiampfptqpS1ˆ
S
1
2piqtě0 is also unbounded. This proves the claim. 
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5. An application: Energy minimization among conformal constraints
A very vivid field of research is the minimization of the Willmore energy among
all tori that are conformally equivalent to a reference torus. Being conformally
equivalent means that the surface can be parametrized with a conformal immersion
of the reference torus. Taking a reference torus of the form C
Z`ωZ one can also
associate to every torus its conformal class, defined as follows.
Definition 5.1 (Conformal class, cf. [NS15, p.293]). Let S Ă R3 be a smooth torus.
Then there exists a unique ω P C satisfying |ω| ě 1, Impωq ą 0 and Repωq P r0, 1
2
s
such that there exists a conformal smooth immersion
F :
C
Z` ωZ Ñ S,
i.e.
(5.1) gFi,j “ e2uδi,j for some u P C8p
C
Z` ωZ q.
The value ω “ ωpSq P C is then called the conformal class of S. If ω is purely
imaginary, we call the torus rectangular.
As it turns out, all tori of revolution are rectangular.
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that γ P C8pS1,H2q. Then FγpS1 ˆ S12piq, the torus
with profile curve γ, has conformal class
ωpFγpS1 ˆ S12piqq “
#
i 1
2pi
LHpγq LHpγq ě 2π,
i 2pi
LHpγq LHpγq ă 2π.
In particular, each torus of revolution is rectangular and ωpFγpS1 ˆ S12piqq is a
continuous function of LHpγq.
Proof. Let γ : RÑ R be the 1
2pi
LHpγq-periodic reparametrization of γ with constant
hyperbolic velocity 2π. If LHpγq ě 2π we choose the smooth immersion
F :
C
Z` iLHpγq
2pi
Z
Ñ FγpS1 ˆ S12piq
by
(5.2) F ps` itq “
¨˝
γ1ptq
γ2ptq cosp2πsq
γ2ptq sinp2πsq
‚˛.
An easy computation shows gF1,2 “ gF2,1 “ 0 and
gF1,1 “ pγ1q12 ` pγ2q12, gF2,2 “ 4π2pγ2q2.
Therefore by our choice of parametrization
gF1,1
gF2,2
“ pγ
1q12 ` pγ2q12
4π2pγ2ptqq2 “ 1.
Hence (5.1) is satisfied and F is a conformal immersion. Moreover one readily
checks that ω “ iLHpγq
2pi
meets the requirements of Definition 5.1.
If LHpγq ă 2π we chooserF : C
Z` i 2pi
LHpγqZ
Ñ FγpS1 ˆ S12piq
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to be given by rF ps` itq :“ F pLHpγq
2π
t` iLHpγq
2π
sq,
where F is as in (5.2) and the claim follows also in this case arguing as before. 
Remark 5.3. The conformal class of the Clifford Torus is ω “ i. Indeed, its defining
curve is
γptq “
ˆ
0
1
˙
` 1?
2
ˆ
cosptq
sinptq
˙
t P r´π, πq.
From this we conclude with the residue theorem (more precisely [FB09, Proposition
III.7.10]) that
LHpγq “
ˆ pi
´pi
1?
2` sinptq dt “
ˆ pi
´pi
1?
2` 2 cos t
2
sin t
2
dt
“
ˆ pi
´pi
1?
2` 2 tan t2
1`tan2 t
2
dt “
ˆ pi
´pi
1` tan2 t
2?
2p1` tan2 t
2
q ` 2 tan t
2
dt
“ 2
ˆ 8
´8
1?
2p1` z2q ` 2z dz “ 2
ˆ 8
´8
1?
2pz ´ ´1`i?
2
qpz ´ ´1´i?
2
q
“ 2p2πiq
ÿ
a:Impaqą0
Res
˜
´1?
2pz ´ ´1`i?
2
qpz ´ 1´i?
2
q , a
¸
“ 4πi 1?
2p´1`i?
2
´ ´1´i?
2
q “ 2π.
An interesting problem is the minimization of the Willmore functional in each
conformal class.
Definition 5.4 (Conformally Constrained Willmore minimization). For ω as in
Definition 5.1 we set
M3,1pωq :“ inftWpfq : f : C
Z` ωZ Ñ R
3 conformal immersionu
In [NS15, Proposition D.1] the authors show that there exists some b0 ě 1 such
that b ě b0 implies M3,1pibq ă 8π. Our first contribution in this context is the new
insight that b0 “ 1. We prove the existence of tori of revolution with Willmore
energy smaller than 8π in each conformal class ω “ ib, b ě 1, via the Willmore
flow studied in Theorem 1.1. Note that C
Z`ibZ and S
1 ˆ S12pi are diffeomorphic with
diffeomorphism φ : S1ˆ S12pi Ñ CZ`ibZ being given by φpu, vq “ u` i b2pi v. Hence the
results about the Willmore flow in Theorem 1.1 apply also for surfaces defined on
C
Z`ibZ .
Theorem 5.5. For each b ě 1 there exists a torus of revolution Tb such that
ωpTbq “ ib and WpTbq ă 8π.
Proof. From the construction in the Proof of [NS15, Proposition D.1] follows that
there exists b0 ą 1 such that for all b ě b0 there exists a torus Tb as in the statement.
Note that actually the authors construct only a C1,1-torus of revolution Tb but by
mollification of the profile curve one can easily obtain a smooth torus of revolution
that satisfies the same requirements and differs not too much in the conformal class
as the hyperbolic length depends continuously on γ.
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It remains to prove the claim for b P r1, b0q. For this choose f0 : CZ`ib0Z Ñ R3 to
be a smooth conformal parametrization of Tb0 and let pfptqqtPp0,8q be the evolution
of f0 by the Willmore flow, which is global and smoothly convergent to the Clifford
torus (possibly rescaled and translated in direction p1, 0, 0q) by Theorem 1.1. More-
over, fptq is a torus of revolution for all t ě 0. Let γptq “ fptqp¨, 0q be the profile
curve of fptq for all t ě 0, i.e. fptq “ Fγptq. By (4.4), t ÞÑ γptq is a smooth family of
curves for t ě 0 and in particular LHpγptqq depends smoothly on t. By Proposition
5.2 one obtains that t ÞÑ 1
i
ωpFγptqq is real valued and depends continuously on t.
We show next that along a subsequence t ÞÑ 1
i
ωpFγptqq tends to 1 as t Ñ 8. To
this end fix any sequence ptjq8j“1 Ò 8 and let pxjq8j“1 Ă R3, prjq8j“1 Ă p0,8q and
c0 ą 0 be as in Theorem 2.2. By Lemma 4.6, appropriate reparametrizations of the
profile curves γj of f¯j “ 1rj pfptj ` c0r4j q ´ px
p1q
j , 0, 0qq converge in Cl for all l to a
profile curve of the Clifford torus translated in direction p1, 0, 0q, which we call γ.
By Remark 5.3 and the fact that rescalings and translations in direction p1, 0q are
isometries in H2 we conclude
2π “ LHpγq “ lim
jÑ8
LHpγjq “ lim
jÑ8
LHpγptj ` c0r4j qq,
i.e. 1
i
ωpFγptj`c0r4j qq Ñ 1 as j Ñ 8. Since 1iωpFγp0qq “ b0 each value between 1
and b0 is assumed by the intermediate value theorem. From this the existence of a
torus of revolution Tb for each b P r1, b0q follows. 
In [KS13] the authors prove that the infimum in a conformal class ω is attained
once one can find a competitor with energy below 8π. For ω “ ib our small energy
tori serve as such competitors and show that the infimum is attained.
Corollary 5.6. For each b ě 1 the infimum M3,1pibq is attained and the map
bÑM3,1pibq is continuous on r1,8q.
Proof. Theorem 7.3 and Proposition 5.1 in [KS13] show that each b ě 1 where
M3,1pibq ă 8π is a point of continuity of b ÞÑ M3,1pibq and a point where the
infimum in the definition of M3,1 is attained. The claim then follows directly from
this results and Theorem 5.5. 
The symmetries of the Willmore energy might suggest that the infimum of the
Willmore energy in each class of rectangular tori (i.e. ω “ ib) is attained at a torus
of revolution. This is in general still open. Far reaching results are obtained using a
formulation of the Willmore energy in S3 by means of the stereographic projection.
Since the stereographic projection is conformal it does also not change the conformal
class. Looking at the Willmore energy in S3 one can find tori with a lot of symme-
tries: For α P p0, 1q one can look at αS1`?1´ α2S1. The stereographic projection
of all of those are tori of revolution. In particular, those are good candidates for min-
imizers in their conformal classes ω “ i
?
1´α2
α
. For α “ 1?
2
we obtain the Clifford
torus which is the global minimizer and hence surely the minimizer in its conformal
class. In [NS14], [NS15] the authors show that for conformal classes close to the
Clifford torus one still gets minimizers of the form αS1ˆ?1´ α2S1. More precisely,
the celebrated result [NS15, Theorem 3.1] shows that there exists b1 ą 1 such that
for all b ď b1 one has that M3,1pbq is attained by Σb :“ P
´
1?
1`b2 S
1 ˆ b?
1`b2S
1
¯
,
where P : S3 Ñ R3 denotes the stereographic projection. The authors also obtain
that b1 ă 8. The critical value b1 can be understood as a point where a symmetry
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of the minimizers breaks down. They also note that this property has to break
down for large conformal classes, cf. [NS15, p.293-294]. In the following we will
be able to find an explicit upper bound on the symmetry-breaking value b1. This
result is now obtained by energy comparision. There are other (sharper) results
using a stability discussion of Σb in S
3, cf. [KL13].
Corollary 5.7. Let b1 ě 1 be such that for b ď b1 the minimizer for M3,1pbq
is attained by Σb :“ P
´
1?
1`b2 S
1 ˆ b?
1`b2 S
1
¯
, where P : S3 Ñ R3 denotes the
stereographic projection. Then
(5.3) b1 ă 4
π
`
c
16
π2
´ 1 » 2.06136 .
Proof. Let b ą 1 be such that Σb is a minimizer and let Tb be the torus constructed
in Theorem 5.5. Then, necessarily, WpΣbq ď WpTbq ă 8π. This inequality implies
the claim once we have shown that WpΣbq “ π2pb ` 1b q.
For this according to [Top00, Equation (9)] for all f : ΣÑ R3
Wpfq “
ˆ
Σ
ˆ
1
4
| rH |2P´1pfq ` 1˙ dµf
where rH denotes the mean curvature of P´1pfq in S3 and µf denotes the surface
measure in S3. By [NS14, Equation (2.3)] we have | ~HR4 |2 “ | rH |2 ` 4 and hence we
obtain
Wpfq “ 1
4
ˆ
Σ
| ~HR4pP´1pfqq|2 dµf
Having now arrived in R4 and using that P´1pΣbq “ 1?1`b2 S1 ˆ b?1`b2 S1 we can
define r :“ 1?
1`b2 and use the parametrization
F : S1 ˆ S1 Q pφ, θq ÞÑ
¨˚
˚˝ r cosp2πφqr sinp2πφq?
1´ r2 cosp2πθq?
1´ r2 sinp2πθq
‹˛‹‚P R4.
A computation reveals that
g “ 4π2
ˆ
r2 0
0 1´ r2
˙
.
We obtain that 1
2pir
B
Bφ and
1
2pi
?
1´r2
B
Bθ is an orthonormal basis Tpφ,θqpS1, S1q and
hence
~HR4pF q “ 1
4π2r2
B2F
Bφ2 `
1
4π2p1 ´ r2q
B2F
Bθ2 ,
which implies that
| ~HR4pF q|2 “
1
r2
` 1
1´ r2 .
Also note that
a
detpgq “ 4π2r?1´ r2. The Willmore energy then reads
WpΣbq “ 1
4
ˆ
1
r2
` 1
1´ r2
˙
4π2r
a
1´ r2 “ π2
ˆ?
1´ r2
r
` r?
1´ r2
˙
and the claim follows using that by definition of r one has r “ 1?
1`b2 . 
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Appendix A. Consistency between extrinsic and intrinsic view
In literature there are multiple ways to define geometric quantities like curvature.
This also leads to different notions of the Willmore energy and its gradient flow.
Here we want to convince the reader that all those notions are consistent with the
one we chose. For this we first have to do some computations in local coordinates.
If ψ :M Ñ R2 is a chart forM with coordinates pu1, u2q, X “ xi BBui and Y “ yj BBuj
then
(A.1) ApX,Y q “ xiyj
ˆ B2f
BuiBuj ´ Γ
k
i,j
Bf
Buk
˙
,
where Γki,j are the Christoffel symbols defined using the metric gij “ x BBui f, BBuj fy.
In particular, we see that the second fundamental form is symmetric.
If f :M Ñ R3 is an isometric immersion then for each local chart pu1, u2q of M
one can define a unit normal field ~N “ Bu1fˆBu2f|Bu1fˆBu2f | for pu
1, u2q and rewrite
ApX,Y q “ xiyj
ˆ B2f
BuiBuj ´ g
kl
B B2f
BuiBuj ,
Bf
Bul
F Bf
Buk
˙
“ xiyj
B B2f
BuiBuj ,
~N
F
~N.(A.2)
If f : M Ñ fpMq Ă R3 is now an isometric embedding and fpMq is orientable, ~N
is independent of the chosen chart and (A.2) coincides with the usual definition of
the second fundamental form.
Let us now choose normal coordinates pu1, u2q and fix e1 “ BfBu1 and e2 “ BfBu2 .
Then by (A.2) we find
Apei, ejq “ hji ~N,
where hji denote the usual coefficients of the Weingarten map. Then, the mean
curvature (vector) and Gauss curvature are given by
~H “ Ape1, e1q `Ape2, e2q “ ph11 ` h22q ~N “ H ~N,(A.3)
K :“ xApe1, e1q, Ape2, e2qy ´ xApe1, e2q, Ape2, e1qy “ h11h22 ´ ph12q2,
where H denotes the scalar mean curvature. For QpA˚qH , the ‘cubic’-term in the
Willmore equation, one easily derives
QpA˚q ~H “ 1
2
HpH2 ´ 4Kq.
With similar computations,
|A|2 “ |H |2 ´ 2K “
2ÿ
i,j“1
xApei, ejq, Apei, ejqy,
and hence for each toroidal immersion f : S1 ˆ S12pi one has by the Gauss-Bonnet
Theorem ˆ
Σ
|A|2 dµf “ 4Wpfq.
Similarly, again in the case of tori, an easy computation shows that |A˚|2 “ 1
2
H2´2K
and ˆ
Σ
|A˚|2 dµf “ 2Wpfq.
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Also, note that |A˚|2 ď |A|2.
Appendix B. On the smooth convergence of surfaces
We shortly recall first the notion of ∇ˆuj, i.e. of surface gradient, used in Def-
inition 2.1. It is convenient to use a general setting. Let pM, gq be a smooth
Riemannian manifold and f P C8pMq. Then for p P M we define the surface
gradient p∇fppq as a p1, 0q-tensor in the sense of [Lee18, p.19] via
(B.1) p∇fppqpXq “ dfppXq @X P TpM
with the natural identification TfppqR » R. We can define the second order surface
gradient p∇2f “ ∇M p∇f where ∇M is the covariant derivative on the 1´tensor
bundle induced by the Levi-Civita connection, see [Lee18, Lem.4.6 and 4.7]. In
particular, for X,Y smooth vector fields on M one has
(B.2) p∇2fpX,Y q “ Y pXpfqq ´ p∇YXqpfq
We can then define higher order surface gradients by p∇k`1f “ ∇M p∇kf for all
k ě 2. Its L8 norm is defined by
||p∇kf ||L8pM,gq “ sup!|p∇kfppqpX1, ..., Xkq| : p PM, Xi P TpM : gpXi, Xiq ď 1 @i) .
In the case of k “ 0 we retrieve the usual L8-norm
||p∇0f ||L8pM,gq “ sup t|fppq| : p PMu “ ||f ||L8pMq.
Here we present some useful results concerning smooth convergence on compact
subsets of Rn, which we will simply call smooth convergence. We remark that
smooth convergence, see Definition 2.1, actually takes place in the equivalence class
of surfaces that coincide up to reparametrization, more precisely
Remark B.1. Consider a sequence of immersions pfjqjPN, fj : Σ Ñ Rn, that con-
verges to pf smoothly on compact subsets of Rn and a sequence of diffeomorphisms
pΨjqjPN, Ψj : Σj Ñ Σ with Σj smooth manifold without boundary. Then it follows
from the definition of smooth convergence, that fj ˝Ψj converges to pf smoothly on
compact subsets of Rn. Moreover if Ψ : rΣÑ pΣ is yet another diffeomorphism then
fj also converges to f ˝Ψ smoothly on compact subsets of Rn.
Remark B.2. In general, smooth convergence is not topology-preserving, i.e. the
topologies of pΣ and Σ need not coincide, cf. [Bre15, Figure 6]. The situation is
better if Σ is connected and pΣ has a compact component C. From [KS01, Lemma
4.3] follows then that Σ, pΣ are diffeomorphic. By the previous remark they can
then also chosen to be equal.
Next we examine how relevant geometric quantities behave with respect to
smooth convergence, for instance the diameter.
Lemma B.3. Suppose that pfjq8j“1 : ΣÑ R3 is a sequence that converges smoothly
on compact subsets of Rn to pf : pΣÑ R3. Then
diam pfppΣq ď lim inf
jÑ8
diamfjpΣq.
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Proof. Suppose that p pfppnqq8n“1, p pfpqnqq8n“1 Ă pfppΣq are sequences such that
|fˆppnq ´ fˆpqnq| Ñ diam pfppΣq .
Then, by Definition 2.1 for each n P N there exists jpnq P N such that pn, qn P pΣpjq
for all j ě jpnq. Now (2.5) implies that for all j ě jpnq
| pfppnq ´ pfpqnq| ď |fj ˝ φjppnq ´ fj ˝ φjpqnq| ` |ujppnq ´ ujpqnq|
ď diamfjpΣq ` 2||uj||L8pΣˆpjqq.
Letting first j Ñ8 and then nÑ8 we obtain the claim. 
Now we study the lower semicontinuity with respect to smooth convergence of
the Willmore energy. As a first step we prove the following result.
Lemma B.4. Let pfjqjPN, fj : ΣÑ R3 be a sequence of immersions that converges
smoothly on compact subsets of Rn to an immersion pf : pΣ Ñ R3. Let pU,ψq be a
chart for pΣ such that U Ă pΣpJq for some J P N and pgiτ ˝ψ´1, pΓαiτ ˝ψ´1 P L8pψpUqq,
for all i, τ, α, and detppgq is bounded from below by some positive δ ą 0 where pgiτ
and pΓαiτ denote the metric and Christoffel’s symbols induced by pf on pΣ. Let pφjq8j“1,
φj : pΣ Ñ Σ, be the a sequence of diffeomorphisms as in Definition 2.1. Let pgpmq
be the first fundamental form induced by fm ˝ φm on U with respect to the chart
pU,ψq and Hpmq :“ Hfm˝φm be the mean curvature of fm ˝ φm. Then pgpmq ˝ ψ´1
converges to pg ˝ ψ´1 uniformly in ψpUq and Hpmq ˝ ψ´1 converges to H pf ˝ ψ´1
uniformly in ψpUq.
Proof. For m ą J let um be as in Definition 2.1 such that on pΣpmq one has
(B.3) fm ˝ φm ` um “ pf and ||p∇kum||L8ppΣpmqq Ñ 0, mÑ8 .
Let py1, y2q be the local coordinates induced by pU,ψq, in particular for all h P
C8pΣ;Rdq we denote BhByi “ Bph˝ψ
´1q
Bei ˝ ψ. Our first intermediate claim is that BumByi
and B
2um
ByiByτ converge to zero uniformly in U for all i, τ . Indeed,
Bum
Byi “
3ÿ
s“1
Busm
Byi es “
3ÿ
s“1
dusm
ˆ B
Byi
˙
es “
3ÿ
s“1
pgˆp∇usm, BByi
˙
es.
Using that
ˇˇˇpg ´p∇usm, BByi¯ˇˇˇ ď pgiibpgpp∇usm, p∇usmq we obtain
(B.4)
ˇˇˇˇBum
Byi
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 3||pg ˝ ψ´1||L8pψpUqq||p∇um||L8pUq Ñ 0 pmÑ8q.
For the second derivatives we infer from (B.2) that for s “ 1, 2, 3
B2usm
ByiByτ “
p∇2usmˆ BByi , BByτ
˙
`∇ B
Byi
B
Byτ pu
s
mq “ p∇2usmˆ BByi , BByτ
˙
` Γαiτ
Busm
Byα .
Hence, proceeding as before,ˇˇˇˇ B2um
ByiByτ
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 3
ˆ
||p∇u2m||L8pUqpgiipgττ ` |Γαiτ | ˇˇˇˇBumByα
ˇˇˇˇ˙
,
which converges uniformly to zero by (B.3), eq:firstderi and because of the bound-
edness of the first fundamental form and of the Christoffel symbols.
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We now show that pgpmq converges to pg uniformly on U which implies the conver-
gence claimed in the statement. First note that by (B.4)
Bpfm ˝ φmq
Byτ “
B pf
Byτ ` op1q,
where B
pf
Byτ are bounded by assumption. Hence,
Bpfm˝φmq
Byτ and gˆpmq are uniformly
bounded. Now we can compute using (B.3)
pgiτ “ A B pfByi , B pfByτ E
“ pgiτ pmq ` ABpfm ˝ φmqByi , BumByτ E` ABpfm ˝ φmqByτ , BumByi E` ABumByτ , BumByi E.
By the arguments above, the last three terms are uniformly convergent to zero and
so convergence of the first fundamental form is shown. Note in particular that alsopg´1pmq converges to pg´1 since we assumed that detppgq is strictly bounded from
below.
Observe now that by (A.1) and (A.3)
~H pf “ pgiτ
˜
B2 pf
ByiByτ ´
pΓαiτ B pfByα
¸
and
~Hpmq “ pgiτ pmqˆB2pfm ˝ φmqByiByτ ´ pΓαiτ pmqBpfm ˝ φmqByα
˙
,
where pΓαiτ pmq denotes the Christoffel symbols of the immersion fm˝φm with respect
to the chart pU,ψq. We have already discussed the uniform convgence of all terms
that Hpmq consists of except for the Christoffel symbols. The convergence of those
however follows analogously to the convergence of pgpmq from the classical formula
pΓαiτ pmq “ gαβpmqBB2pfm ˝ φmqByiByτ , Bpfm ˝ φmqByβ
F
. 
Lemma B.5. Suppose that pfjq8j“1 : Σ Ñ R3 is a sequence of immersions that
converges smoothly on compact subsets of Rn to an immersion pf : pΣÑ R3. Then
Wp pfq ď lim inf
jÑ8
Wpfjq.
Additionally, if pΣ is compact then Wp pfq “ limjÑ8Wpfjq.
Proof. We start choosing a cover tpUp, ψpqupPpΣ of pΣ such that Up is an open neigh-
borhood of p. Since each p is contained in some Σpmpq for some mp P N and
Σpmpq is open, we may assume that Up Ă Σpmpq by possibly shrinking Up. Let
Vp be a neighborhood of of p compactly contained in Up. Then in each chart
pVp, ψpq, pgit and Γαit are bounded and detppgq is uniformly bounded from below by
some δ “ δppq ą 0. By second countability there exist countably many points
tpνu8ν“1 such that tpVpν , ψpν qu8ν“1 is a cover of pΣ and there exists a locally finite
partition of unity pηνq8ν“1 of smooth an compactly supported functions that satisfy
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supppηνq Ă Vpν . Now we infer by Lemma B.4 (taking diffeomorphisms φm as in
(B.3)) and Fatou’s Lemmaˆ
pΣH
2pfdµ pf “
8ÿ
ν“1
ˆ
Vpν
ηνH
2pfdµ pf
“
8ÿ
ν“1
ˆ
ψpν pVpν q
pην ˝ ψ´1pν qpH pf ˝ ψ´1pν q2adet pg ˝ ψ´1pν dx
“
8ÿ
ν“1
lim
mÑ8
ˆ
ψpν pVpν q
pην ˝ ψ´1pν qpHfm˝φm ˝ ψ´1pν q2
a
det pgpmq ˝ ψ´1pν dx
ď lim inf
mÑ8
8ÿ
ν“1
ˆ
ψpν pVpν q
pην ˝ ψ´1pν qpHfm˝φm ˝ ψ´1pν q2
a
detpgpmq ˝ ψ´1pν dx
“ lim inf
mÑ8
8ÿ
ν“1
ˆ
Vpν
ηνH
2
fm˝φmdµfm˝φm “ lim infmÑ8
ˆ
pΣH
2
fm˝φmdµfm˝φm
All in all we obtain Wp pfq ď lim infmÑ8Wpfm ˝ φmq “ lim infmÑ8W pfmq as the
Willmore energy does not depend on the reparametrization. If pΣ is compact then
the partition of unity can be chosen to be finite and the last claim follows then with
the same techniques. 
Lemma B.6. [Bre15, Corollary 1.4] Suppose that fj : ΣÑ Rn and pf : pΣÑ Rn are
such that fj converges to pf smoothly on compact subsets of Rn. Then the surface
measures f˚j µgj converge in C0pRnq1 to fˆ˚µfˆ .
A second concept of convergence that is related to smooth convergence is the
Cl-convergence which we also use throughout the article.
Definition B.7. We say that a sequence of immersions pfjqjPN, fj : Σ Ñ Rn
defined on a two dimensional manifold Σ without boundary converges to pf : ΣÑ R3
in ClpΣq, l P N if there exist diffeomorphisms pφj : Σ Ñ Σ for all j P N and
uj : Σ Ñ R3 such that fj ˝ φj ` uj “ pf on Σ and ||p∇kuj||L8pΣq Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8 for
all k P t0, ..., lu.
Remark B.8. The two concepts of convergence we discussed are obviously related.
Indeed, if fj : rΣ Ñ Rn is a sequence that converges smoothly on compact subsets
to some pf : rΣÑ Rn and rΣ is compact, then fj converges to pf in Cl for all l P N.
Also Cl-convergence is not affected by reparametrizations and Remark B.1 can
be formulated also for the Cl-convergence. This implies in particular that limits
with respect to Cl-convergence are not unique. In the rest of this section we will
however show that, in our setting, Cl-limits are unique up to reparametrizations.
Let us first fix what we mean by classical Cl convergence.
Definition B.9. We say that a sequence of immersions phjq8j“1, hj : Σ Ñ R3
converges classically in Cl to some immsersion h : ΣÑ R3 if uj :“ h´hj : ΣÑ R3
satisfies ||∇kuj||L8pΣq Ñ 0 for all k “ 0, ..., l.
Proposition B.10. Let pfjq8j“1 : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 be a sequence of smooth im-
mersions and l ě 1. Let f, h : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 be such that fj converges to f
in Cl and and fj converges to h classically in C
l. Then f and h coincide up to
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reparametrization, i.e. there exists a Cl-diffeomorphism φ : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ S1 ˆ S12pi
such that h “ f ˝ φ.
Proof. Since fj converges to f in C
l there exist diffeomorphisms φj of S
1ˆS12pi and
maps uj : S
1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3 such that
(B.5) fj ˝ φj ` uj “ f on S1 ˆ S12pi,
and ||uj ||L8 , ||∇uj ||L8 converge to zero. Moreover there exist vj such that
(B.6) fj ` vj “ h on S1 ˆ S12pi,
and ||vj ||L8 , ||∇vj ||L8 converge to zero.
Step 1: pφjq8j“1 converges uniformly to some φ P C0pS1 ˆ S12piq that satisfies
h “ f ˝ φ.
First note that functions on S1ˆS12pi can be periodically extended on R2. Doing so
and tacitly identifying all the functions we defined above with their unique periodic
extensions we infer that (B.5) and (B.6) hold on the whole of R2. From both
equations we infer that
(B.7) h ˝ φj ´ vj ˝ φj ` uj “ f on R2.
Since we deal now with functions in C1pR2;R3q we can compute derivatives simply
using the Jacobi matrix. By the chain rule
(B.8) pDhpφjq ´DvjpφjqqDφj `Duj “ Df in R2.
We claim that ||Dφj ||L8pR2ˆ2q is bounded. For this assume that a subsequence
(which we do not relabel) satisfies ||Dφj ||L8 Ñ 8 and let pj P S1 ˆ S12pi be such
that |Dφjppjq| “ ||Dφj ||L8 , where | ¨ | is a suitable matrix norm. Evaluating (B.8)
at pj and dividing by ||Dφj ||L8 we obtain
(B.9)`
Dhpφjppjqq ´Dvjpφjppjqq
˘ Dφjppjq
||Dφj ||L8 `
1
||Dφj ||L8Dujppjq “
1
||Dφj ||L8Dfppjq .
By boundedness of φj : R
2 Ñ S1 ˆ S12pi and the choice of pj one can choose a
subsequence such that pφjppjqq8j“1 converges to some q P S1 ˆ S12pi and Dφjppjq||Dφj ||L8
converges to some B P R2ˆ2 that satisfies |B| “ 1. Note that by the requirements
on uj , vj and the fact that the first fundamental forms of f, h w.r.t the local
coordinates pu, vq are bounded one has ||Duj ||L8pR2,R2ˆ3q, ||Dvj ||L8pR2,R2ˆ3q Ñ 0 as
j Ñ8. Passing to the limit in (B.9) we obtain
DhpqqB “ 0 .
This is a contradiction to h being an immersion and |B| “ 1. Hence ||Dφj ||L8pR2,R2,2q
is bounded. Note also that φj : R
2 Ñ S1 ˆ S12pi is uniformly bounded as it takes
values only in S1 ˆ S12pi. By Arzela-Ascoli’s theorem there exists a subsequence
(which we do not relabel) and φ P C0pS1 ˆ S12piq such that φj Ñ φ on S1 ˆ S12pi . We
can now go back to (B.7) and pass to the limit there to obtain
(B.10) h ˝ φ “ f on S1 ˆ S12pi.
Step 2: φ is a local Cl diffeomorphism, i.e. φ is Cl smooth and for all p P S1ˆS12pi
there exists an open neighborhood U containing p such that φ|U is a diffeomorphism
onto its image.
To this end fix p P S1 ˆ S12pi and recall that, being h an immersion, there exists
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an open neighborhood W of φppq such that h|W is a diffeomorphism onto its image
V :“ hpW q. We denote by rh : V ÑW the inverse of h|W . By (B.10) we obtain
(B.11) φ “ rh ˝ f on f´1pV q.
Notice that since φppq PW it follows that fppq “ hpφppqq P V and hence p P f´1pV q
so that f´1pV q is an open neighborhood of p. Now there exists another open
neighborhood G of p such that f|G is a C
l-diffeomorphism onto its image. Defining
U “ G X f´1pV q we obtain that φ|U is a Cl-diffeomorphism as a composition of
two diffeomorphisms. Note in particular that Dφppq is invertible at each point
p P S1 ˆ S12pi. This implies in particular, as S1 ˆ S12pi is connected and φ P Cl that
sgnpdetpDφqq is constant.
Step 3: degpφq “ ˘1.
Recall that the mapping degree of φ is given by
(B.12) degpφq :“
ÿ
xPφ´1ptyuq
sgn pdetpDφpxqqq
for any choice of y P S1 ˆ S12pi . See [OR09, Chapter 3] or [GP10, Chapter 3,§3] for
the well-definedness of deg, e.g. the independence of the definition of the chosen y
and finiteness of the sum in the definition. We make use of the degree-integration
formula (cf [GP10, p.188] to compute degpφq. Since φ : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ S1 ˆ S12pi is
sufficiently smooth for all differential forms ω on S1 ˆ S12pi one hasˆ
S1ˆS1
2pi
φ˚ω “ degpφq
ˆ
S1ˆS1
2pi
ω
where φ˚ω is defined as in [GP10, p.166]. Let η P C80 pR3q be arbitrary. Take
ωηpu, vq :“ ηphpu, vqq
?
detDhTDh du^ dv. Then
(B.13)
ˆ
S1ˆS1
2pi
ωη “
ˆ 1
0
ˆ 2pi
0
ηphpu, vqq
b
detpDhTDhq du dv “
ˆ
η dh˚µh,
since DhTDh is the first fundamental form of pS1 ˆ S12pi, ghq. Note that by Lemma
B.6 f˚µf coincides with h˚µh as both measures are C0pRnq1-limits of f˚j µfj . Hence
by (B.13)
(B.14)
ˆ
η df˚µf “
ˆ
η dh˚µh “
ˆ
S1ˆS1
2pi
ωη
Using now that f “ h ˝ φ we can also compute ´ η df˚µf in another way. Since
s :“ sgn detDφ is constant, by definition of φ˚ωη we obtainˆ
η df˚µf “
ˆ 1
0
ˆ 2pi
0
ηpfpu, vqq
b
detpDfTDfq du dv
“
ˆ 1
0
ˆ 2pi
0
ηphpφpu, vqqq
b
detpDhTDhq|detpDφq| du dv
“ s
ˆ 1
0
ˆ 2pi
0
ηphpφpu, vqqq
b
detpDhTDhqdetpDφq du dv
“ s
ˆ
S1ˆS1
2pi
φ˚ωη “ s ¨ degpφq
ˆ
S1ˆS1
2pi
ωη.
This and (B.14) yields that degpφq “ 1
s
“ ˘1.
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Conclusion
The fact that degpφq “ ˘1, sgnpdetpDφqq is constant together with (B.12) imply
that φ´1ptyuq must be a singleton for any choice of y P S1 ˆ S12pi. This proves
the injectivity of φ. Surjectivity follows directly from [OR09, Chapter 3, Remark
1.5(2)]. We finally end up with a surjective and injective local diffeomorphism. By
this inverse function theorem, this is also a global diffeomorphism. 
Corollary B.11. If pfjq8j“1 : S1ˆS12pi Ñ R3 converges in Cl to some f : S1ˆS12pi Ñ
R3 and also to some h : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ R3. Then there exists a Cl diffeomorphism
φ : S1 ˆ S12pi Ñ S1 ˆ S12pi such that f “ h ˝ φ.
Proof. If fj converges to h in C
l then there exists a sequence of diffeomorphisms
pψjq8j“1 of S1 ˆ S12pi such that fj ˝ ψj converges to h classically in Cl. Since (non-
classical) Cl convergence is not affected by reparametrizations, we infer that also
fj ˝ ψj converges to f in Cl. By Proposition B.10 applied to fj ˝ ψj we infer that
f “ h ˝ φ for a Cl-diffeomorphism φ of S1 ˆ S12pi. 
Appendix C. On the Willmore flow
Here we mention some previous results on the Willmore flow, which we will use.
Since we need the precise formulations and constants we state them here for the
readers convenience. We start with a short time existence and uniqueness result.
We remark that this result is not the only short time existence result in the literature
(cf. eg. [Sim01]), but it is the most useful for the formulation we use.
Theorem C.1. [KS02, Theorem 1.2] Suppose that f0 : Σ Ñ Rn is a smooth
immersion. Then there exist constants ε0 ą 0, c0 ă 8 that depend only on n
such that for all ρ ą 0 that satisfy
sup
xPRn
ˆ
f
´1
0
pBρpxqq
|Arf0s|2dµf0 ď ε0
then there exists a unique maximal smooth Willmore flow pfptqqtPr0,T q starting at
f0 that satisfies T ě 1c0 ρ4. Moreover, for all m ě 0 there exists C “ Cpn,m, f0q
such that
(C.1) ||∇mArfptqs||L8pΣq ď C @t P r0, 1
c0
ρ4s.
Note that (C.1) is not in the statement of [KS02, Theorem 1.2] but in its proof,
see [KS02, Equation (4.27)]. In fact the bound of the derivatives of the curvature
are crucial in the proof of the short time existence theorem. In addition to bounds
on the curvature one also needs a bound on the metric. Let us emphasize that
this bound is (in finite time) implied by the curvature bounds as part of a more
general result, see [Ham82, Lemma 14.2]. Once short time existence is shown one
can look at long time existence. The most important blow up criterion obtained so
far is the one we mentioned in Theorem 2.2 – if T ă 8 then the curvature has to
concentrate.
One can ask what happens to other quantities once the curvature degenerates.
By Simon’s monotonicity formula, the ‘density’ will not degenerate. Indeed, in
[Sim93, Equation (1.3)], a local bound for the surface measure is shown. A useful
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implication states in [KS01, Lemma 4.1] is that there exists c ą 0 such that for all
proper immersions f : ΣÑ Rn (Σ compact and without boundary) one has
(C.2)
µf pf´1pBρpx0qqq
ρ2
ď cWpfq @ρ ą 0,
where we further assume that Σ is a torus so that its Euler characteristic vanishes.
Up to this point, no examples of evolutions where the curvature degenerates are
known, even though there exists one candidate where it is likely, cf. [MS02].
Close to local minimizers curvature concentration cannot occur and one deduces
convergence with the aid of a Lojasiewicz-Simon gradient inequality.
Theorem C.2. [CFS09, Lemma 4.1] Let fW : Σ Ñ Rn be a Willmore immersion
of a closed surface Σ, and let k P N, δ ą 0. Then there exists ε “ εpfW q ą 0 such
that the following is true:
suppose that pfptqqt is a Willmore flow of Σ satisfying
}f0 ´ fW }W 2,2XC1 ă ε,
and
(C.3) Wpfptqq ěWpfW q whenever }fptq ˝ Φptq ´ fW }Ck ď δ ,
for some appropriate diffeomorphisms Φptq : ΣÑ Σ.
Then this Willmore flow exists globally, that is, T “ 8, and converges, after
reparametrization by appropriate diffeomorphisms Φ˜ptq : Σ Ñ Σ, smoothly to a
Willmore immersion f8. That is,
fptq ˝ Φ˜ptq Ñ f8 as tÑ8.
Moreover, Wpf8q “WpfW q and }f0 ´ fW }Ck ă δ.
Remark C.3. Notice that ε in the statement does not change if instead of fW one
considers the translated Willmore surface fW ` x¯ for x¯ P R3. Indeed, if f0 satisfies
}f0 ´ pfW ` x¯q}W 2,2XC1 ă ε “ εpfW q,
then clearly f0 ´ x¯ satisfies the assumptions on the initial datum stated in C.2 so
that the corresponding Willmore flow f˜ptq converges. Due to the uniqueness of
the solution for the Willmore flow, f˜ptq “ fptq ´ x¯ with fptq the solution of the
Willmore flow which starts in f0. Hence, also fptq converges.
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